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ABSTRACT  
 
In most of the work using event-related potentials (ERPs), researchers presume the 
function of specific components based on the careful manipulation of experimental 
factors, but rarely report direct evidence supporting a relationship between the neural 
signal and other outcomes. Perhaps most troubling is the lack of evidence that ERPs 
correlate with related behavioral outcomes which should result, at least in part, from the 
neural processes that ERPs capture. One such example is the NoGo-N2 component, an 
ERP component elicited in Go/NoGo paradigms. There are two primary theories 
regarding the functional significance of this component in this context: that the signal 
represents response inhibition and that the component reflects conflict. In this paper, a 
trial-level method of analysis for the relationship between ERP component potentials and 
downstream behavioral outcomes (in this case, response accuracy) using a multi-level 
modeling framework is proposed to provide discriminatory evidence for one of these 
theories. Following a description of the research on the NoGo-N2, preliminary data 
supporting the conflict monitoring theory are presented, noting important limitations. 
Next, an EEG simulation study is presented in which NoGo-N2 data are generated with a 
known relationship to fabricated reaction time data, showing that, with added levels of 
complexity and noise within the data, the MLM approach is consistently successful at 
extracting the known relationships that occur in real NoGo-N2 data. Next, using 
independent components analysis (ICA) to extract spatiotemporal components that best 
represent the signal of interest, a well-powered analysis of the relationship between the 
NoGo-N2 and response accuracy is used to provide strong discriminatory evidence for 
ii 
the conflict monitoring theory of the NoGo-N2. Finally, implications for the NoGo-N2, 
as well as all ERP components, are discussed with a focus on how this approach can and 
should be used. the paper concludes with potential expansions of this approach to areas 
beyond identifying the function of ERP components.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
What is the relationship between brain activity and human behaviors? At face 
value, this relationship should be relatively straightforward: activity in a brain region that 
is related to a certain mental function should be correlated with, or predictive of, 
behaviors that rely on those functions. However, research using Electroencephalography 
(EEG), and specifically event-related potentials (ERPs) has often failed to demonstrate 
reliable relationships between measures of brain activity (quantified by ERPs) and 
behavior (most commonly quantified in terms of reaction time or behavioral accuracy). 
This lack of correspondence represents the violation of a critical assumption when 
performing studies using ERPs: that the brain activity one is measuring is an underlying 
indicator of the behavioral or psychological phenomenon of interest in a given study. 
Basic EEG theory posits that post-synaptic potentials occurring in unison create bipolar 
fluctuations in electric fields that can be measured on the surface of the scalp, allowing 
researchers to study neural action at the site of neurotransmitter release (Buzsáki, 
Anastassiou, & Koch, 2016; Luck, 2014). The assumption, then, is that this post-synaptic 
activity represents underlying brain activity that is related to the cognitive, affective, etc. 
demands of an experimental paradigm. For example, if a component’s intensity changes 
in response to a cue preceding a stimulus, but not otherwise, the assumption is made that 
this component reflects neural activity related to orienting or preparation. However, 
because of the so-called “superposition problem,” the idea that single ERP components 
are the sum of several components intersecting across time and topography, this type of 
assumption requires testing.  
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The Current State of the EEG/Behavior Link 
 When reading EEG and ERP studies, one common theme may catch a careful 
reader’s attention: testing of the assumption that ERPs are related to relevant outcomes 
are rarely reported. Indeed, a search of EEG and ERP studies published in 2018 in the 
high-impact journal NeuroImage revealed that among 43 studies utilizing these methods 
and some behavioral measure, 27 of these studies (nearly two-thirds) did not report any 
measure of the relationship between a neural and a behavior. Two-fifths of all studies 
examined did not report this relationship even in instances when reporting a significant 
effect would have strengthened their argument. Of the 16 that did report statistical tests of 
the relationship between an EEG/ERP signal and behavior, five reported completely null 
findings, seven provided partial support for a hypothesized linkage (either by running a 
large number of tests or using non-continuous tests), and only two studies provided 
consistent support for a relationship between a neural signal and behavior. Thus, this 
small sampling of the literature suggests that the rate of significant brain-behavior 
correlations in EEG research may fall well short of a field-wide alpha rate of 5%.  
Although EEG research has come a long way in terms of understanding the 
meaning behind ERPs through simultaneous EEG/fMRI and source localization, at 
present there is a disconcerting lack of consistent demonstrations (or even tests) of links 
between ERP components and behavior. This brief survey of the field suggests a 
troubling pattern: even when ERPs and behavior are grounded in the same underlying 
function, they rarely, if ever, show consistent continuous relationships.  
 One such instance of this lack of continuous relationships is exemplified by 
research on the N400 component. The N400 is an ERP component that purportedly 
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reflects semantic incongruity or relatedness, with the assumed underlying mechanism 
having to do with incidental activation of related concepts via co-activated neural 
networks (for review, see Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). For example, if two concepts like 
“birthday” and “cake” are commonly associated, there is thought to be some overlap in 
their neural networks, and thus activation of one should prime the activation of the other. 
A behavioral measure of a related concept is the Implicit Associations Task (IAT; 
Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998). This measure relies on a similar assumption, 
but instead of measuring the relative negativity of a neural component as with the N400, 
it examines reaction time to infer how individuals view the relatedness of two concepts. 
According to this literature, concepts prime the activation of other related concepts, 
which should lead to faster reaction times when stimuli are paired or followed by 
congruent stimuli and slower reaction times when such pairings or sequences are 
incongruous. However, studies utilizing the N400 and either the IAT or a conceptually 
similar task have consistently failed to show significant correlations between these two 
measures (Goto, Yee, Lowenberg, & Lewis, 2013; Hampton & Varnum, 2018a; Hehman, 
Volpert, & Simons, 2014; Masuda, Russell, Chen, Hioki, & Caplan, 2014). That these 
two measures are not empirically related when they represent nearly identical underlying 
functions may suggest that one or both of these measures may not, in fact, accurately 
represent the processes they purport to.  
Another illustration of this dilemma comes from research on the Error-Related 
Negativity (ERN) and was recently noted by Bridwell and colleagues (2018). The ERN is 
an ERP component that is believed to index an intense corrective response in reaction to 
a response error (Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991; Gehring, Goss, 
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Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993) and has been shown to predict post-error slowing, a 
behavioral indicator of cognitive control (Gehring et al., 1993; Laming, 1979). Although 
a meta-analysis of between-subject effects revealed a significant relationship between the 
ERN and behavioral slowing after an error (Cavanagh & Shackman, 2015) this 
relationship was later demonstrated to be more incidental, rather than causal (i.e., 
participants with General Anxiety Disorder have larger ERNs and more cautious 
behavioral responses, Cavanagh, Meyer, & Hajcak, 2017). The precise function of the 
ERN, therefore, is still a topic of some debate.  
These examples of disconnects between ERP and behavioral measures beg a set 
of crucial and related questions: if a neural component should, theoretically, predict a 
relevant behavioral outcome but is empirically uncorrelated or correlated in an 
unexpected way, what is the meaning of the neural activity and what is the value in 
measuring it? In many instances, including the ones mentioned above, researchers focus 
on showing that between-level differences across conditions are comparable in both 
ERPs and behavioral data, treating this as sufficient evidence for linking the two 
phenomena. Typically, in a study with appropriate experimental controls, this is a 
reasonable assumption to make. EEG study designs, however, are vulnerable to myriad 
potential confounds and alternative explanations due to stimulus qualities or timing, 
which may be easily overlooked or untested (see Luck, 2014). In other cases, the 
apparent coherence in results may be explained by individual differences in personality or 
other factors (e.g., Cavanagh et al., 2017).  
ERP researchers have offered several explanations for why brain-behavior 
relationships might be elusive, including the argument that: (1) the utilization of different 
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strategies at the individual level is an unaccounted for moderator of these relationships 
(e.g., Park & Kitayama, 2014), (2) that such relationships may be masked by differences 
in which temporal stage of processing the measures are quantified (e.g. Hampton & 
Varnum, 2017), (3) or that downstream behavioral responses are influenced by such a 
wide range of inputs both within and outside the individual that a single upstream effect 
is unlikely to show a strong relationship with behavior (e.g., Kitayama & Uskul, 2011). 
However, I will argue that the correct explanation for such discrepancies is likely to be 
more of a statistical nature than a theoretical one.  
Individual-Level Versus Trial-Level Relationships 
Consider the N400 example outlined above. In these types of studies, when 
researchers (myself included) have analyzed the correlation between condition-level 
differences in the N400 and condition-level differences in reaction time, the goal was to 
test the relationship between the N400 and the related behavior. In most cases, these tests 
were performed because the researchers assumed that the N400 is indicative of some 
mental or neural process but, without a way to directly demonstrate that this is the case, 
we attempted to find a relationship with something that should be predicted by that 
mental/neural process: downstream behavior. Given the interpretation of the N400 and 
IAT-style behavioral effects described previously, the researchers suggested a 
relationship such as “a more negative N400 slows down (increases) one’s reaction speed 
to an incongruent stimulus.” However, it is likely the relationship between the component 
and the behavior at the level of the trial that speaks to this question, rather than the 
individual-level test, a topic I address in the following section.  
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Although both individual-level and trial-level relationships contribute unique 
pieces of information that can be useful in understanding what ERPs represent, using one 
level of testing to answer a question more suited for another level of analysis opens the 
door for statistical phenomena like the Simpson’s Paradox. This paradox is a 
phenomenon in which relationships between two variables may be different, and in some 
cases, opposite, at different levels of analysis (Simpson, 1951). For example, in an 
analysis of several culturally divergent countries, one might find that the relationship 
between two values is strongly negative at the level of nations (i.e., countries that are 
more independent tend to be less interdependent), but that at the level of individuals 
within each nation, these concepts are unrelated (Kitayama, Park, Sevincer, Karasawa, & 
Uskul, 2009; Na et al., 2010). The opposite may also be true; relationships apparent at a 
more fine-grained level of analysis may be absent at a higher level of aggregation.  
Consider again the example of the N400 and the IAT style test which 
hypothesizes “a more negative N400 slows down (increases) one’s reaction speed to an 
incongruent stimulus.” A correlational test at the individual-level implies the research 
question “do participants with larger N400-based incongruency effects tend to have 
larger behavior-based incongruency effects?” This test subsumes a number of statistical 
and theoretical assumptions that are clearly not met. First, it assumes that individual-level 
measures of these effects are measured without error (i.e., each participant is assigned a 
single value for each measure without any indication of error) when this is clearly not 
accurate among these types of measures. Second, it assumes that, what Smith and Little 
(2018) refer to as the “blunt instrument of simple averaging,” accurately represents the 
tendencies of the individual across all trials. However, this is very rarely observed in ERP 
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and reaction time data because these data types do not typically follow a normal 
distribution, can be strongly affected by outliers, and are not internally reliable 
(Kappenman, Farrens, Luck, & Proudfit, 2014). Further, ERP waveforms do not actually 
average in the traditional sense, but rather, convolve. Taking the average of a component 
over many trials implicitly assumes that the component retains the same shape and covers 
the same amount of time each trial. Rather, an aggregated ERP amplitude may have more 
to do with the number of peaks that occur at the same time post-stimulus. As Luck (2014) 
outlines in his chapter on convolution, a component that peaks variably over three points 
will have a much larger averaged peaked than the same component that variably peaks 
over 11 points over the course of many trials (see online Chapter 11). Finally, a test at the 
participant-level assumes that relationships between the two measures provide insight 
about the measures, when in fact, it says more about the individuals themselves (e.g. 
Cavanagh et al., 2017). For example, the expected negative correlation between the N400 
and reaction time could be due to participants having larger amplitude N400s because 
they moved more and caused more noise in the data (producing larger peaks), and 
similarly responded more slowly due to that movement (which may imply distraction). 
To be certain, these types of questions and tests have their place among ERP research and 
can lead to valuable insights, however, they do not directly inform the brain-behavior 
relationship of specific components.  
 The alternative, then, is to analyze these relationships at a more fine-grained level 
of analysis: the level of individual trials. At this level of analysis, the implied research 
question becomes “do fluctuations in ERP amplitudes (which typically have temporal 
precedent over behaviors) predict fluctuations in related behavioral measures?” Insights 
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from other related fields can provide direction in this case. An influential study by Mauss, 
McCarter, Levenson, Wilhelm, and Gross (2005) noted a similar lack of coherence 
among theoretically related measures of affect like experience, facial reactions, and 
peripheral physiology, identifying a similar approach as the solution. Mauss and 
colleagues analyzed the relationship between these measures at a continuous level using 
time-lag cross-correlations across the duration of emotion-eliciting videos. They found 
that the experience and behavioral expressions of emotions were tightly related while 
peripheral physiology was moderately related. More recently, this idea has been applied 
to the study of the EEG/behavior link (Bridwell et al., 2018).  
Bridwell and colleagues (2018) outline several useful methods for extracting and 
isolating meaningful signals in EEG data at the single-trial level including wavelet 
denoising, blind source separation, and deep learning, paired with methods of analyzing 
the relationship between single-trial EEG signals and single-trial behavioral responses. In 
my comprehensive report (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b), I focused on the latter issue and 
proposed a multi-level modeling approach to analyzing these types of trial-level 
relationships in three diverse datasets. In these examples, trials were nested within blocks 
of the study design, which were further nested within individual participants. This 
statistical modeling was proposed to address both the statistical and theoretical 
drawbacks of individual-level correlations. Namely, a multi-level modeling approach 
(similar to the single-trial regression approach proposed by Bridwell et al., 2008) retains 
all variance of an individual’s ERPs and behavioral measures, and thus, not only are 
individuals not measured based on single values without error, they are evaluated based 
on all data points and weighted based on the error among those data points (i.e., a person 
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with more consistent ERPs/behavioral responses will have a larger influence on the 
overall relationship between the measures across trials/participants than a person with 
more widely varying ERPs/RTs). More importantly, the relationship between the 
measures is directly tested, using individuals as a source of variance that is irrespective of 
the measures, rather than an indicator of the relationship between measures.  
In the current paper, an EEG simulation study demonstrates that multi-level 
modeling of mean amplitudes accurately detects known linear relationships between a 
component and a reaction time-like dependent variable, even when that relationship 
interacts with trial types that are not equally represented in the study design. Next, 
methods proposed by Bridwell and colleagues (2018) for isolating relevant neural signals 
within the EEG waveform (i.e., Independent Component Analysis) are used to better 
represent the underlying signal in the analyses. Further, the vast literature examining the 
relationship between the peak latency of the P3 component and cognitive tasks (for 
review, see Polich, 2007) prompted the inclusion of single-trial peak latency along with 
mean amplitude as predictors of the behavioral outcome. Finally, the overall purpose of 
this paper is to use these novel methods to perform a focused inspection of the 
component known as the NoGo-N2 (Falkenstein, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1999) and its 
relationship with performance accuracy in a Go/NoGo task with the express goal of 
differentiating between modern competing theories of the functional significance of this 
ERP signal.    
The NoGo-N2: Response Inhibition Versus Conflict Monitoring 
 The N2 ERP component is a negative deflection in averaged waveforms that 
typically peaks between 200 and 350ms post-stimulus onset. The most basic N2 is 
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elicited in response to nontarget or “deviant” stimuli (Näätänen & Picton, 1986) and is 
typically separated into three sub-components: N2a, N2b, and N2c (Pritchard, Shappel, & 
Brandt, 1991). Among these sub-components, the N2b tends to be more anterior in its 
scalp distribution and sensitive to instances of mismatch among objects that are attended 
to. For example, in an Erikson flanker task, a task that presents a central stimulus flanked 
on both sides by either congruent or incongruent stimuli, the N2b is larger for 
incongruent trials (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008). One version of the N2, known as the 
NoGo-N2, is elicited by the common cognitive task known as the Go/NoGo task. In this 
task, participants perform a simple action command (e.g., press a button) when they see 
frequent targets, and are instructed to withhold that action when rare deviants appear. 
Trials in which participants are to withhold a response, known as no-go trials, elicit 
significantly larger N2 amplitudes as well as much larger P3 amplitudes.  
These effects were first noted by Kok (1986) and later by Jodo and Kayama 
(1992) who first formally proposed the idea that this negative component reflected 
response inhibition. Jodo and Kayama proposed in their study that, because the NoGo-N2 
was larger for no-go trials in a condition where participants had less time to respond to 
typical go trials (<300ms) compared to those in a less time restricted condition (<500ms), 
that inhibition required more effort in the more difficult condition which was reflected in 
the amplitude of the NoGo-N2. Although this was the predominant theory regarding this 
component for some time, the absence of a reliable effect in Go/NoGo paradigms 
involving auditory cues prompted researchers to reconsider the interpretation of the 
NoGo-N2. Firstly, several studies found effects related to the NoGo-N2 at central sites 
for auditory stimuli whereas it is typically found at frontal sites for visual stimuli 
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(Falkenstein et al., 1999; Karlin, Martz, & Mordkoff, 1970; Simson, Vaughan, & Ritter, 
1977). Further, several studies failed to find the NoGo-N2 effect in auditory paradigms 
(Falkenstein, Koshlykova, Kiroj, Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1995; Hillyard, Courchesne, 
Krausz, & Picton, 1976). Falkenstein and colleagues (1999) later reconciled this 
inconsistency by proposing that the response inhibition occurred at the pre-motor level, 
rather than at the motor level, and that the inhibitory function is modality dependent. 
Perhaps anticipating a later claim that the N2 and the Error-Related Negativity (ERN; or 
Ne as labeled by Falkenstein and colleagues) reflect the same underlying process (e.g., 
Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004), the authors note that no such scalp mismatch 
occurred in the ERN when comparing visual and auditory Go/NoGo tasks.  
Several years later, a few pivotal studies not only provided evidence that the 
NoGo-N2 did not, in fact, represent response inhibition, but postulated a novel theory 
about the functional significance of the NoGo-N2. First, when go and no-go trials are 
swapped in their frequency (i.e., 80% no-go trials vs. 20% no-go trials), infrequent go 
trials tend to elicit a larger N2, despite the fact that response inhibition, in this case, 
would actually be detrimental to performance (Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, Van Den 
Wildenberg, & Ridderinkhof, 2003). However, they also tested a condition in which go 
and no-go trials were equally likely and found a larger N2 in response to no-go trials, 
lending support to the idea that the NoGo-N2 is distinguishable from the ‘basic’ 
frequency dependent N2, but also lending some support to the idea that the withholding 
of a motor response could contribute to the component. Despite this, using current source 
density (CSD), the authors demonstrated that these N2 components (the one for 20% no-
go and the one for 20% go trials) were the same and further showed using dipole 
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modeling that the NoGo-N2 in the infrequent no-go condition and the ERN had almost 
completely overlapping single source dipoles located in the Anterior Cingulate Cortex 
(ACC). In fact, Nieuwenhuis and colleagues addressed the findings of Falkenstein et al. 
(1999) following the same logic as the current paper: by proposing that the effect induced 
by the individual-level split of participants into “good performers” and “poor performers” 
could be due to a third variable, namely, general efficiency in conflict monitoring leading 
to larger N2 amplitudes as well as better overall performance.  
Instead, they proposed that the NoGo-N2 represents increasing conflict between 
competing responses as they are represented in the ACC (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, 
Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Braver, Barch, Gray, Molfese, 
& Snyder, 2001; Fallgatter, Bartsch, & Herrmann, 2002). Specifically, conflict arises 
between a habitually activated or prepotent response and a less frequent response in 
which the conflict presented by the prepotent response must be overcome to allow for the 
less frequent response to occur. The conflict monitoring hypothesis of the NoGo-N2 
considers the N2, as well as the later ERN, as ACC based indicators of response conflict 
with one occurring before an error (the N2) and one occurring after (the ERN; 
Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Yeung et al., 2004). Later studies examining the effects of 
sequence (Smith, Smith, Provost, & Heathcote, 2010) as well the use of a go/GO task, in 
which the infrequent response is a more forceful response (i.e., represents the opposite of 
inhibiting a response; Donkers & Van Boxtel, 2004) have provided support for this 
conceptualization of the NoGo-N2. Further, contemporary and continued source 
modeling has consistently identified the anterior cingulate as the generator of N2 
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responses in tasks that involve attended response conflict (Fallgatter et al., 2002; 
Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Van Veen & Carter, 2002).  
Despite this collection of evidence, there is still some debate about the nature of 
this component. What is clear is that the component is consistently generated in tasks that 
contain competing response options, whether those options include motor responses or 
not, and that the resulting N2 is almost certainly generated by the ACC (Braver et al., 
2001; Falkenstein et al., 1999; Fallgatter et al., 2002; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Van Veen 
& Carter, 2002; Yeung et al., 2004). However, the fact that a NoGo-N2 is still present for 
no-go trials when the frequency of go and no-go trials is the same may still implicate 
response inhibition (Eimer, 1996; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003). Although the conflict 
monitoring perspective argues that this is because humans are naturally biased towards 
the go response (Donkers & Van Boxtel, 2004), this has yet to be empirically 
demonstrated, to my knowledge. In addition, Falkenstein and colleagues clearly state and 
provide evidence supporting the notion that N2-related response inhibition is pre-motor 
and thus, variations on the experimental design in which the inhibition of a motor 
response is not required (i.e., infrequent go trials or go/GO task) does not necessarily 
disqualify the inhibition hypothesis. Acknowledging that the difference between pre-
motor response inhibition and conflict-based response selection may be more 
semantically than theoretically relevant, the two perspectives produce competing 
hypotheses about the nature of within no-go variation in the NoGo-N2. Despite several 
clever manipulations of study design, the use of functional imaging, and source  
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localization, the relationship of the N2 to response accuracy is exclusively (to my 
knowledge) interpreted at the level of averaged ERPs across conditions. Given this, 
analyzing ERP/behavioral relationships at the trial level is an ideal method for 
contributing another piece to this debate by separating the two positions into opposing 
hypotheses. 
The Current Project 
 The current project addresses this debate by testing these hypotheses at the single-
trial level. In the case of the NoGo-N2, the single-trial approach offers a relatively 
straightforward interpretation of the relationship between the underlying process, as 
indicated by the ERP itself, and the resultant behavior. Based on source localization and 
structural work on the neural signals related to the Go/NoGo task (Nieuwenhuis et al., 
2003; Rubia et al., 2001; Simmonds, Pekar, & Mostofsky, 2008; Yeung et al., 2004) it is 
not controversial to conclude that performance on the task involves activation in superior 
areas of the anterior cingulate cortex. In regards to the NoGo-N2 ERP component, the 
post-synaptic generator dipole in this area is situated with the positive end pointing away 
from the top of the scalp, resulting in the relative decrease in amplitude of the component 
in response to increases in activation in this area. Although functional and structural 
studies of the Go/NoGo task cannot directly explain what the increased activation in this 
area represents as far as cognitive processes, per se, one can at least presume on the basis 
of hundreds of demonstrations that this area is activated to a greater extent in no-go trials 
compared to go trials. Given that the two primary theories regarding the function of the 
NoGo-N2, and thus the underlying functional generator in the literature, are considered, 
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the single trial approach will provide evidence indicating what an increase in ACC 
activation means in terms of performance on this task. 
To address this topic, preliminary findings (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b) are 
presented regarding the relationship between the NoGo-N2’s amplitude and odds of 
accurate responses while highlighting the basic features of data extraction used to isolate 
single-trial measures of the NoGo-N2. Further, the general features of multi-level 
modeling (MLM) used throughout this paper are discussed. Next, to demonstrate that this 
MLM approach accurately represents the multi-level structure of EEG data and correctly 
captures both main and interaction effects at the level of single trials, an EEG simulation 
study that mimicked the structure of a Go/NoGo type task was performed. Finally, 
secondary analysis on a large N set of Go/NoGo data with updated data reduction and 
feature extraction techniques (e.g., Independent Component Analysis) is used to pit the 
two competing hypotheses generated from the response inhibition and conflict 
monitoring theories of the NoGo-N2 against one another. The response inhibition 
hypothesis based on the idea that by splitting participants into “good performers” and 
“poor performers” based on their behavioral performance on the Go/NoGo task, 
Falkenstein and colleagues (1999) showed that the difference wave between incorrect no-
go responses and go responses revealed a larger NoGo-N2 for “good performers,” 
indicating that larger NoGo-N2s index greater inhibition of the incorrect response. The 
conflict monitoring hypothesis is based on the concept that the amplitude of the NoGo-
N2 is a measure of conflict between competing responses. The two hypotheses 
themselves are as follows: 
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1. First, the response inhibition theory suggests that a trial with a larger (more 
negative) NoGo-N2 amplitude that peaks earlier should lead to an increased 
likelihood of an accurate response (negative correlation).  
2. On the other hand, the conflict monitoring perspective suggests trials with 
smaller amplitudes (more positive) and earlier peaks should be predictive of an 
increase in likelihood of an accurate response (positive correlation). 
 
In regards to the peak latency predictions, earlier successful response inhibition 
should lead to actual response inhibition whereas early detection of conflict should allow 
enough time to overcome this conflict successfully and thus delays in peak latency should 
contribute to lower response accuracy for both theories.  
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CHAPTER 2 
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS ON THE NOGO-N2 
Previously, Hampton and Varnum (2018b) tested the extraction of single-trial 
ERP data and modeling of this data using a multi-level approach on three data sets: one 
addressing primarily cognitive functioning (Brewer & Ellis, 2018), one addressing 
primarily social/self functions (Hampton & Varnum, 2018a), and one addressing 
affective influences (Hampton & Shiota, 2018). These demonstrations succeeded in 
uncovering theory-relevant single-trial relationships between ERP components critical to 
the study design and relevant to behavioral outcomes for the N2pc/P3, N400, and NoGo-
N2, respectively. In this section, the initial method used to extract single-trial EEG data is 
discussed, along with an explanation of the important parameters and model-building 
steps involved in MLM, and a summary of the results pertinent to the current paper found 
in the preliminary analysis of the NoGo-N2.  
Initial Data Extraction Method 
 In an initial approach to addressing the ERP/behavior link, simplicity was a 
priority in the hopes that a simple method that was both effective and approachable 
would have the highest chance of being implemented more widely in the field. For this 
reason, data processing and feature extraction were relatively minimal. To begin with, 
processing parameters specific to the paradigm were used to filter out noise and remove 
horizontal and vertical ocular artifacts from continuous EEG data at a standardized 
sampling rate. Specifically, it is recommended to retain the full sampling rate of 1000 Hz, 
rather than down-sampling to preserve space. When extracting ERPs from single-trial 
EEG waveforms which have poor signal-to-noise ratios, even accounting for small 
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sources of error can have a large impact on the robustness of the findings. Thus, a down-
sampled rate of 250 Hz may round an actual peak latency of 250ms to either 248 or 
252ms because no observation exists at 250ms. Further, using the full sampling rate 
increases the number of points over which the average amplitude is computed, decreasing 
the error in its measurement. For a similar reason, it is recommended that individualized 
windows be used when computing single-trial EEG activity. That is, rather than taking 
the mean amplitude across the same standardized window for all participants, when a 
discernable peak is identifiable in a participant’s grand average waveform, an 
individualized window should be used. This is more likely to accurately capture the 
underlying neural component of interest compared to one that is blind to individual 
variability on component onset due to spurious factors such as cortical folding. Indeed, in 
these preliminary data (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b), models using individualized 
windows consistently fit better when predicting continuous measures of behavior than 
those using standardized windows. 
 Following the identification of individual peaks, the EEG data were epoched into 
bins covering the full length of the trial. Once epoched, a simple voltage threshold 
procedure was utilized to flag trials with extreme values (i.e., +/-100 µV) not removed 
through filtering and ocular artifact rejection. For feature extraction, the mean amplitude 
per component per participant was recorded based around the participant’s individualized 
peak latency. This was done either using a symmetric window of 50/25ms around the 
peak latency for sinusoidal components such as the P2 and N400, or a one-way window 
(e.g., ranging from 0-80ms post peak latency) in front of or behind the peak latency, such 
as with the N2pc. In cases when the same component was expected to onset at different 
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times for different conditions, such as for the NoGo-N2 which peaks later for no-go trials, 
measurements were taken around the individualized window relative to the condition of 
the trial. Other critical elements of the meta-data, such as which block of the design, 
which condition, and whether or not the trial was flagged by artifact rejection were also 
extracted and stored with the mean amplitude data. Finally, these data were matched to 
the behavioral data (accuracy) of individual trials in the study.  
 After processing of the EEG signal, behavioral data were cleaned for outliers and 
transformed as necessary. In general, when working with reaction time data, it is common 
to first exclude trials in which reaction times are extreme (e.g., faster than is possible or 
slower than is reasonable) and then exclude trials that are classifiable as outliers when 
exceeding some number of standard deviations (e.g. 3) from the mean. Statistical outliers 
should be identified based on all instances of the behavioral measure, except for trials 
marked by artifact rejection, in order to normalize the full sample of data (see 
Assumptions and Assumption Testing). Further classification of outliers among the EEG 
data should not be required except under certain empirical conditions, such as the non-
normality of an ERP component’s residual variance (see Assumptions and Assumption 
Testing). When considering which trials should be removed and which should be retained 
based on other behavioral outcomes, it is important to consider the study design. For 
example, in a Go/NoGo paradigm, behavioral errors are a critical element to the study 
design, however, in an N400 study which examines semantic processing, an error in 
assigning the correct semantic meaning to a stimulus may serve as a reasonable criterion 
for excluding a trial. Thus, as a rule of thumb, incorrect responses that are deliberate and 
controlled like semantic judgments should be rejected whereas those indexing more 
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reactive attentional processes can be retained, though this will not apply to all study 
designs. 
Hierarchical Modeling of EEG Data  
Modeling multi-level data differs from traditional statistical tests in many ways. 
One of the most important differences is that tests are not confirmatory, that is, one does 
not set up an ideal model and test to see if the data fit that theoretical model. Instead, the 
process of developing an accurate model involves testing progressively more complex 
models to determine which estimators improve predictive fit and which overburden the 
model.  
Model building. The first step in model building involves identifying the 
different levels of the model. In this case, a three-level model is likely to be the most 
frequently used, in which individual trials are modeled at the lowest level (Level 1) and 
are nested within blocks or sessions of the experiment (Level 2) that are then nested 
within individual participants (Level 3). Although it may seem unnecessary to model the 
design of the study when blocks are arbitrary or when blocks were counterbalanced or 
randomized, leaving out aspects of the study design is likely to lead to inflated error 
estimates and thus, an unnecessary reduction in power (Moerbeek, 2004). This is 
especially relevant in the current context in which components like the P3 are known to 
habituate with practice (Jodo & Inoue, 1990; Lew & Polich, 1993) and behavioral 
measures such as reaction time also get better and more consistent with practice. Thus, 
the structure of the task helps to model variance attributable to practice/habituation both 
in terms of the behavior as well as in terms of the neural signal.  
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 The first model that should be run is a simple intercept model in which the 
structure of the model is fully defined as above, and the dependent variable specified, but 
without any predictors. This allows for the calculation of the inter-class correlation (ICC) 
at each level of the model, indicating the amount of clustering that exists in the data at 
each level of measurement. Typically, ICC values of .05-.10 are sufficient to justify using 
multilevel modeling (Hox, 1998), however, because these models are within individuals, 
the values are likely to be much higher.  
 The next step in this process would normally involve determining which “fixed” 
effects require “random” effects. In MLM, effects can be separated into both fixed 
effects, which are relationships between predictors and outcomes that are fixed across 
higher levels in the model, and random effects, which indicate the extent to which the 
relationship between predictor and outcome varies from one unit to another unit at a 
higher level of the model, such as from person to person. Given the types of paradigms 
that this will be used for, a maximal model of random effects (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & 
Tily, 2014) is recommended. The maximal model perspective suggests that if a random 
effect can be modeled (i.e., there are enough degrees of freedom in the model to estimate 
the random effects), it should be. Thus, all fixed effects in the model will also have 
random effects, bypassing a typical stage of the model-building process. In place of this 
step, the next step should be to fit a separate model for each of the ERP components of 
interest with all of the experimental design-related variables included. These full single-
component models provide evidence of which relationship between each ERP component 
and the outcome variable interacts with other conditions in the experiment and thus all 
possible interactions (including higher order interactions) should be modeled as well. In 
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the case that this model is too advanced for the data set (the model will not converge or is 
under-identified), the highest order interactions should be removed one at a time in order 
of complexity followed by theoretical relevance until the model properly converges. 
From each of these models, significant interaction effects should be noted for specifying 
reduced models in the next step.  
Reduced single-component models contain each component separately as before 
but retaining only those main and interaction effects which were significant in the full 
single-component model stage. Each reduced single-component model should be 
compared with the full single-component model based on measures of model fit (see 
Model Comparisons by Fit) and the better fitting model should be retained. After 
deciding which model fits each component best, take note of the fixed slopes calculated 
for theory-relevant effects. These fixed slopes represent the most direct test of the 
magnitude and direction of the relationship between the specific component and the 
behavioral outcome. 
 Finally, a complete model should be run including all relevant predictors and all 
interactions retained from the previous steps. Including all of these predictors at once has 
a few trade-offs. On one hand, including all predictors is likely to greatly increase the fit 
of the model, explaining the largest proportion of the outcome’s variance. On the other 
hand, the interpretation of the effects becomes less straightforward (see Interpreting 
continuous and categorical effects). Ultimately, this model should be used for making 
inferential decisions about which components explain the largest and most independent 
proportions of variance in the outcome, though this is not an exact science. Another of 
the drawbacks of these models is that inclusion of multiple components that are not 
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purely independent (i.e., they overlap in space and time) sometimes leads to suppression 
effects (MacKinnon, Krull, & Lockwood, 2000). Compared to normal statistical models, 
in which these types of moderation/suppression effects can be critical to understanding 
the complexities of interacting factors, in this case, these effects are much more likely to 
reflect the fact that one component precedes the other in time and thus has a direct 
influence on its amplitude. For example, an N2 that begins on the descending slope of a 
positive component with an amplitude of 6 µV is far less likely to reach a peak amplitude 
of -3 µV whereas the same component beginning on the descending slope of a 1 µV 
amplitude component is more likely to do so.  
Interpreting continuous and categorical effects. First and foremost, treating a 
categorical variable as a continuous variable will warp the estimates the model produces, 
often resulting in inflated effect estimates. Perhaps less obvious is the way by which 
MLM models generate parameter estimates. When interpreting MLM output, continuous 
relationships between two variables are always estimated at a specific intercept of the 
outcome and, when one or more categorical variables are present, at one level of each 
categorical variable, often the largest numeric value associated with the categorical 
condition. For example, a model estimating the relationship between the NoGo-N2 and 
accuracy and which codes condition as 1 = “go” trials and 2 = “no-go” trials, would do so 
at the level of no-go trials only. Though both overall and simple slopes can be 
extrapolated from these data, it is important to always consider the context of effects, a 
topic addressed in the new secondary data analysis  
Specifying the level 1 residual structure. Another way in which one can address 
the issue of poor signal-to-noise ratios in EEG is to model a relationship between the 
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residual variance of the outcome variable at level 1 (the individual trials). By default, 
many statistical programs will estimate the variance of the residuals but will set all 
covariances between residuals to be equal to zero. However, given the nature of the level 
1 variable as individual trials among a continuous EEG signal, the covariance between 
the noise in each trial should not be zero (i.e., a yawn may introduce noise across 
multiple trials that occur in quick succession). Because there are a large number of trials 
within each individual in a typical EEG paradigm, it is rarely possible to model an 
unstructured residual matrix in which all covariances are estimated separately. Instead, 
the most appropriate structure should be one of an autoregressive nature, in which trials 
that are close in temporal proximity share a relatively large amount of covariance, with 
this relationship decreasing exponentially as the distance increases. This type of 
autoregressive function has previously been applied to demonstrate coherence in 
physiological data (Mauss et al., 2005) and reliably showed high levels of significance in 
the data covered using this approach previously (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b). 
Specifically, the use of ARMA, an auto-regressive moving average function (see Tsay & 
Tiao, 1984), is recommended. The ARMA(1) function performs a similar estimation but 
includes a correlational constant along with the exponentially increasing covariance 
estimator. In fact, the AR(1) function estimates a single covariance value that is 
exponentially increased by a power of 1 (e.g., from x2 to x3) for each “step” of distance a 
trial is from another trial with an additional weight parameter “rho.” The added rho 
parameter serves to accommodate the non-stationarity of EEG and reaction time 
measures.  
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Sample sizes and degrees of freedom. One of the restrictions of multi-level 
modeling is that the model degrees of freedom are based on the number of observations 
at the highest level, in this case, the number of participants in the study. Maas and Hox 
(2005) demonstrated that a sample size of around 50 or more leads to unbiased estimates 
of parameters and standard errors, but this is considered a somewhat large sample size for 
EEG studies. Although well-powered EEG studies that meet this sample size are 
encouraged, different types of corrections to the degrees of freedom can be applied to 
account for these issues (for an overview, see Schaalje, McBride, & Fellingham, 2002). 
In general, studies with fewer than 50 participants but greater than around 20 should use 
the Satterthwaite correction for degrees of freedom (Satterthwaite, 1946) and sample 
sizes smaller than this, down to between 5-8 participants with a small number of 
predictors, should use the Kenward-Rogers correction (Kenward & Roger, 1997). It is 
important to note that these recommendations are not rigid and depend on both the 
complexity of the model and how well the assumptions of the test are met (see 
Assumptions and Assumption Testing). In cases where models are very complex (i.e., 
estimating 8+ fixed/random effects) and/or when several assumptions are violated, the 
parameter estimates given by the model, even with corrections, are likely to be biased.  
 On the opposite end of the degrees of freedom spectrum, the large number of 
trials collected per person in EEG paradigm can lead to extremely large degrees of 
freedom for statistical tests. When an experimental design element is estimated to interact 
with a component at the level of individual trials (e.g., target vs. distractor), model tests 
can often reach degrees of freedom for statistical tests in the tens of thousands, making 
interpretation difficult. In addressing this, Cameron and Miller (2015) recommend the use 
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of G-1 degrees of freedom when no top-level predictors (variables that vary from 
participant to participant like age, in this case) are present and G-L degrees of freedom 
when they are, in which G refers to the number of units at the top level and L refers to the 
number of predictors at the top level. In most cases, this will result in setting the degrees 
of freedom for the fixed effect tests to the regression-equivalent degrees of freedom (n-1). 
However, this should not override the need for a correction to degrees of freedom and in 
the case that a correction such as the Kenward-Rogers correction is needed, it should be 
specified in the model and the appropriate p-values calculated post-hoc based on the 
values in the output and the appropriate degrees of freedom.  
Model Comparisons by Fit. When using this approach, one must make several 
data-driven decisions about whether or not to keep certain effects and how to decide 
whether an effect is present or not. For these, we typically rely largely on p-value based 
statistical tests. However, given the large number of tests that must be run in the complex 
and multi-stage model building process, some may be hesitant to depend on the relatively 
arbitrary cut-offs implied by p-value driven decisions and the issue of experiment-wise 
alpha inflation. To a certain extent, the above corrections of degrees of freedom diminish 
the impact of alpha inflation due to excessive degrees of freedom and the maximal model 
perspective renders the statistical tests related to random slopes irrelevant. Beyond these 
precautions, there is another way to make model decisions that does not rely on statistics 
that contribute to type-1 errors: model fit indices. Multi-level models often include one or 
more indicators of model fit such as the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR), the Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974), and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; 
Sawa, 1978). Although each of these indices gives different information, they are best 
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used together (though see for comparisons, Burnham & Anderson, 2004). One of the 
advantages of using the LLR is that, when adding or removing parameters, a direct 
statistical test can be used by subtracting the LLR from the less complex model from that 
of the more complex model and using a chi-square distribution with df equal to the 
difference in the number of parameters estimated between the models to make a 
somewhat more principled decision about the model with only one test. If the fit is not 
significantly different between the two models, it is always better to go with the model 
that estimates fewer parameters, unless there is a strong theoretical reason to keep in the 
extra parameters. The BIC, in part, takes this aspect into consideration, punishing fit for 
adding more parameters, and thus the BIC tests also for parsimony of the model. In each 
of these three cases, a lower number indicates a better fit of the data given the structure 
and predictors included. When p-values are ambiguous or on the border, fit comparisons 
can be a helpful tool in model building and ultimately represent the core of this 
technique: identifying how well a behavioral outcome is explained by modeling single-
trial EEG features.  
Assumptions and Assumption Testing. Despite the advantages of using model 
fit indices to make decisions, these indices, as well as the validity of all estimates of 
effects, standard errors, etc., depend on six key assumptions of the multi-level modeling 
framework being met (see Maas & Hox, 2004). First, the model assumes that all relevant 
random effects are included in the model and thus, by necessity, that all relevant fixed 
effects are included. This assumption is not one that can objectively be measured but 
including relevant experimental factors and design elements into the model can help to 
ensure that “all” fixed effects (that can be quantified with any level of accuracy) that are 
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relevant are included. In regard to random effects, the maximal model approach renders 
this assumption irrelevant because all random effects are included when possible. The 
second assumption is that residuals at each level are normally distributed (not that the 
measures themselves are normally distributed). Third, it is assumed that each predictor 
variable is not systematically related to the residuals of the same level of said variable. 
Fourth, it is assumed that the residuals do not covary across levels of the model. Next, 
especially when manually specifying the level 1 residual structure, it is assumed that this 
structure is properly specified. The final assumption is that the covariance structure of the 
random effects is properly specified.  
 Despite the fact that assumption testing is rarely reported across studies using 
multi-level modeling (Dedrick et al., 2009), it is vital for this approach as a proposed 
standard analysis that the assumptions be rigorously tested and succinctly reported when 
this method is used. In the case that one or more assumption is violated, some efforts can 
be made to rectify them such as data transformations. As is the case with standard 
regression, assumptions are more robust at higher sample sizes, but when assumptions are 
violated, the resulting estimates are likely to be biased. In most cases, severe assumption 
violations are likely to influence the Type-1 error rate, resulting in more false positives, 
in which case a more stringent alpha may be used to increase confidence in estimate 
significance. However, some issues cannot be easily fixed but can inform you about the 
data. For example, if slope residuals at the level of participants are negatively correlated 
with residuals at the level of trials, it suggests that individuals that have smaller or more 
negative slopes relating a predictor with the outcome also do a worse job predicting the 
outcome.  
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Preliminary Analysis of a Go/NoGo Task 
 Previously (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b), this analysis was performed on a small 
sample (N=18) study of emotional influences on the NoGo-N2 (Hampton & Shiota, 
2018). In this study, participants performed a basic Go/NoGo paradigm in which, on 80% 
of trials, a target was presented, and the participant pressed a button, and on 20% of the 
trials a similar-looking deviant was presented (e.g. Q paired with O) and participants 
were required to withhold the button press. Before engaging in each block of this task, 
participants underwent an emotion induction task in which they passively viewed images 
meant to induce awe, general positive affect, or a neutral image control (order 
randomized). The two primary components of interest in this paradigm were the NoGo-
N2 and the P3 component (Falkenstein et al., 1999; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003). See Figure 
1 for averaged ERPs. 
 At the individual-level, the mean amplitude of the P3 in both correct and incorrect 
no-go trials was consistently negatively correlated with accuracy on no-go trials across all 
three emotion induction conditions (r’s between -.30 and -.65). However, the NoGo-N2 
was not consistently correlated with accuracy in no-go trials (-.317 < r’s < -.031), though 
the trend was for negative correlations which supports the conflict monitoring hypothesis. 
Correlations were analyzed separately by condition to reflect the fact that higher order 
features of the design can moderate the relationship between the two variables, an explicit 
test accounted for in multi-level modeling (i.e., random slopes). For the single-trial 
analysis, the NoGo-N2 was identified at separate peak latencies for go and no-go trials.  
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Figure 1. Grand average waveforms for both Go and No-go trials (bottom) and the scalp 
topography of the difference wave between the two conditions measured in the window 
shown (top).  
 
These peak latencies were used to calculate mean amplitudes in a 100ms window 
centered at the peak and measured at electrode FCz. The P2 and P3 components were 
operationalized as the mean amplitude of a symmetrical window (50 and 100ms, 
The single predictor model for the NoGo-N2 revealed a number of interesting 
effects. First, the N2 was not, by itself, predictive of accuracy, F(1,17) = .53, p = .48, 
however, the interaction between the NoGo-N2 and trial type was significant, F(1,17) = 
55.12, p < .001. This interaction was such that larger (more negative) NoGo-N2 
amplitudes predicted lower odds of a correct response on no-go trials whereas a smaller 
(more positive) N2 predicted better odds of a correct response on go trials. This strong 
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interaction was maintained in both the single component reduced model for the NoGo-N2 
as well as the complete model including the P2, NoGo-N2, and P3 components (See 
Table 1). Furthermore, among the single-predictor models, those modeling the NoGo-N2 
had the best fit indices compared with single-predictor P2 and P3 models.  
 These preliminary results support the conflict monitoring theory of the NoGo-N2, 
demonstrating that increases in the amplitude of the NoGo-N2 on no-go trials predicted a 
higher likelihood of making a performance error, or rather, of failing to successfully 
overcome the conflict presented by the prepotent response. However, this preliminary 
analysis has a few key shortcomings. First, it is a very small N study in terms of MLM, 
with only 17 degrees of freedom and some minor to moderate violations of model 
assumptions that were only somewhat ameliorated by using the Kenward-Roger 
correction. Second, the data extraction method was very simple, using only the mean of 
raw EEG signal over a relatively large window of time without the use of data reduction 
techniques like those proposed by Bridwell et al. (2018). Next, a robust relationship  
 
Table 1. Preliminary Analysis Odds Effect Sizes 
 
Note. Table shows effect of different component amplitudes per 1 microvolt increase 
(second column from right) and per 1 standard deviation (far right) increase in amplitude 
for the complete model with an intercept at odds of 3.1453. One standard deviation 
change was 9.98 µV, 10.46 µV, and 12.73 µV for the P2, N2, and P3, respectively.  
Fixed Effects Trial Type Odds Effect Effect Odds
+ 9.98, 10.46, 12.73 µV
P2 Amplitude 0.9890 0.8955
N2 Amplitude 0.9857 0.8604
P3 Amplitude 1.0319 1.4917
N2 Amp*Trial Type Go 0.9630 0.8480
No-Go 1.0090 1.0450
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between the peak latency of the P3 component and reaction time (for review, see 
Verleger, 1997) prompts the necessity of examining more than just mean amplitude. 
Indeed, given the evidence linking the N2 and ERN (Van Veen & Carter, 2002; Yeung et 
al., 2004), with the latter potentially indicating a later onset of the former, peak latency of 
the NoGo-N2 component may be a vital aspect of the neural signature that we have yet to 
model. Furthermore, because the current model did not account for variability in peak 
latency, which is known to directly influence component amplitude, it is possible that the 
amplitude effect is better explained by the third variable effect of latency. Still, before 
addressing these drawbacks it is of critical importance to demonstrate that the proposed 
statistical method, multi-level modeling, accurately represents the relationships between 
ERPs and behavioral outcomes when nested in a hierarchical structure. For this purpose, 
an EEG simulation study mimicking features of the Go/NoGo task was conducted.  
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CHAPTER 3 
SIMULATING MULTI-LEVEL EEG RELATIONSHIPS 
In this section, the parameters and results of an EEG simulation study are 
presented. For this study, component parameters and distributions from an actual 
Go/NoGo study as well as actual EEG noise were used to generate Go/NoGo-type EEG 
data to test if a known relationship between the NoGo-N2 and a controlled behavioral 
outcome measure would be accurately detected using the MLM approach described 
above. Notably, this simulation was performed by simulating the relationship between 
NoGo-N2 amplitude and reaction time, rather than response accuracy, the main outcome 
variable of Chapters 2 and 4. This was done for several reasons. First, it is more typical in 
simulation studies to simulate continuous by continuous relationships that can be simply 
quantified, modeled, and interpreted, such as Pearson’s correlation r statistic. This is in 
contrast to simulating a log odds relationship between a continuous variable and a binary 
variable at each of two levels of yet another binary variable. Although this is 
mathematically possible, it is not necessary in the current context. That is, the purpose of 
this simulation is not to demonstrate that component amplitudes predict accuracy or any 
other specific outcome variable, but rather, that hierarchically situated data embedded in 
the EEG signal that have a known relationship with any outcome variable, can be reliably 
extracted from convolved EEG waveforms and reliably characterized using multi-level 
modeling.  
With recent advancements in our understanding of EEG data and improvements 
in computing, the simulation of EEG data, which is able to introduce known issues of the 
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modality to test their effect on analysis outcomes, has become a gold standard in the field 
of EEG methodologies (Wendel et al., 2009).  
Simulation Parameters 
 Simulated EEG data were generated using a custom MATLAB function (see 
Appendix A) while adding successively more complex features of EEG that create issues 
in measurement of underlying components. The number of participants and the number 
of trials per participant were dictated by the data available from a study collected at 
Arizona State University (Brewer & Ellis, 2018), which was chosen as the base data 
because it had a large sample size and a large number of trials per person. The simulation 
proceeded in four stages, starting with the “true” statistical model and continuing into 
models that use data extracted from the simulated EEG. For each EEG data model, the 
individual-level correlation between the NoGo-N2 amplitude and simulated reaction time 
was fixed at a positive arbitrary value of r = .20 so that the individual-level correlation 
was in the opposite direction of the critical relationship (i.e., NoGo trial N2s and reaction 
time). For each participant, a trial-level correlation between NoGo-N2 amplitude and 
simulated reaction time was selected at random from a normal distribution of correlation 
values with mean r = .30 and standard deviation of r = .03 to simulate a relatively 
consistent true relationship between the values across participants at a “medium” effect 
size (Cohen, 1988). This single trial correlation value was used for 80% of the trials, 
simulating the go condition, and the inverse value (e.g., r = -.30) was used for the no-go 
condition in order to simulate a continuous by condition level interaction such as the one 
found in the preliminary data between the NoGo-N2 and trial type. The mean simulated 
RT value across participants was 357.26ms with a standard deviation of 48.44ms, which 
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was consistent with participants’ reaction time averages in the secondary analysis 
reported later. Within-participant variability of RT was set at 81.46ms, again, in parallel 
to actual data. The reaction time parameters were mapped onto the “true” values of the 
EEG simulation using a custom MATLAB function (see Appendix B).  
 True model parameters. The EEG simulation tool first uses distributions of real 
data to create normal distributions of mean amplitudes and mean latencies for simulated 
individuals based on the following components: the P2, the NoGo-N2, and the P3 
component, with each distribution generated separately for go and no-go trials. The only 
exception to this was for the latency of the P2 which did not empirically differ in its 
distribution between go and no-go trials and thus a single distribution was generated for 
both trial types. All empirical distributions were effectively normal at the individual 
level. Thus, for each simulated participant (N = 117), mean amplitude and latency were 
chosen for each condition for each component around which individual trial amplitudes 
and latencies varied. Next, within-participant distributions were created for each 
component/condition combination, including peak amplitudes and latencies. For peak 
amplitudes, because empirical distributions were roughly normal, random normal 
distributions were created for each component/condition. However, the distributions of 
within-participant peak latencies were highly variable.  
 Among the empirical Go-NoGo data discussed later (Chapter 4), the distribution 
for P2 latencies within each participant closely matched a purely random distribution and 
thus, within-participant latencies in this simulation were drawn from a random 
distribution of values centered at the mean for the participant and ranging from 25ms 
below the mean to 25ms above the mean. This was the same for both go and no-go trials. 
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For the NoGo-N2, the empirical data closely matched a random distribution but with a 
positive skew, indicating that the component tends to peak relatively earlier and has more 
variation in upper limits of the range, though this, too, rarely exceeded 350ms. To match 
this distribution, a Johnson distribution (Johnson, 1949) which uses the specification of 
quartile weights, rather than a mean and uniformly distributed standard deviation, was 
used to generate random distributions. The resulting distribution using recommended 
weights was negatively skewed and thus the distribution was inverted to a positively 
skewed one by taking the inverse of each value and adding to it the upper and lower 
bound of the distribution. The P3 component was the only empirical distribution that 
resembled a normal distribution, but with a notably negative kurtosis, making the 
distribution platykurtic with an average kurtosis of around -1. To match this distribution, 
a pearson random distribution with specifications matching a normal distribution but with 
kurtosis of -1, rather than 0, were used. In each case, simulated distributions closely 
resembled those that they were based upon, providing a realistic simulation of how 
components are distributed in both time and amplitude. Values for between and within 
participant parameters used for modeling these distributions can be found in Appendix A.  
  For each simulated trial, the program initially randomly selected whether the trial 
would be labeled as a go or no-go trial based on an 80/20 split, the same split of trials 
used in both the preliminary and secondary studies discussed in this paper. Next, a 
random peak amplitude and peak latency were selected from the above distributions for 
the P2, NoGo-N2, and P3. Along with these three varying components, a static late 
potential that peaked at 600ms and 4 µV was added to mimic more low-frequency 
components that may often subtly influence components like the P3 (Polich, 2007). For 
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each component, a sinusoidal wave that onset and offset at 0 µV and which peaked at the 
randomly selected peak amplitude was generated in symmetrical windows of varying 
size. For the P2, a relatively small window of 50ms was used, a 100ms window was used 
for the NoGo-N2, and a broad 150ms window was used to model the P3. These 
waveforms were then summed into single-trial simulated ERPs.  
For each uniquely generated simulation, the program-specified (i.e., “true”) peak 
amplitudes and latencies were used to generate simulated reaction time data in 
accordance with the specifications previously described and the multilevel modeling 
framework was then used to ensure that the true structure and relationship between the 
NoGo-N2’s amplitude and simulated reaction time was accurately represented.  
 Overlap model. The first model tested against the true model was the “overlap” 
model. In this model, no extra sources of noise or error are added beyond the fact that 
these components overlap in time and thus influence one another. Mean amplitude and 
peak latency for each component was extracted from each trial and used in MLM 
modeling to test how well the simulated relationships with reaction time held with 
minimal influence.  
 Error model. The next model tested against the true model was the random 
“error” model. In this model, all previous features are retained but real EEG data from a 
previous study (Brewer & Ellis, 2018) were used to model EEG noise. To accomplish 
this an approach conceptually similar to that of Dien and colleagues was used (Dien, 
Beal, & Berg, 2005; Dien, Khoe, & Mangun, 2007). Dien and colleagues made an 
important point when considering the use of principal component analysis in analyzing 
simulated EEG data: real EEG noise is autocorrelated and simulated EEG noise is not. 
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This is especially important in regards to the use of multi-level modeling because a major 
part of this modeling is the use of the ARMA covariance of trial errors to account for this 
autocorrelation. However, Dien et al.’s approach involved taking one set of averaged 
ERPs from an individual and effectively subtracting out another set of averaged ERPs 
from the same individual so that the active components canceled out, leaving only 
random noise behind.  
 To adapt this approach for a single-trial, a real participant’s data from Brewer and 
Ellis (2018) was loaded for each simulated participant, was epoched, and had trials 
containing raw EEG artifacts greater than +/- 100 µV at electrode site FCz removed. Of 
the remaining epochs, simulated trials began by averaging data taken from electrode FCz 
for the first trial of EEG data with the inverse of the second trial, the third with the 
inverse of the fourth, and so on, so that each simulated participant had (N-T)/2 trials 
where N is the original number of trials from the original data and T is the number of 
trials removed through artifact rejection. Overall, this proved to be very effective at 
generating random noise that lacked the presence of the components from the original 
 
 
Figure 2. When averaging across all simulated trials for one participant in which only the 
noise is simulated from real EEG data, no discernable components remain from the 
original study.  
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study (see Figure 2). Mean amplitude and peak latencies were extracted from this data to 
examine the added influence of noise.  
Habituation model. In the final model, one final feature was added on top of the 
rest. As was discussed earlier, components like the P3, as well as behavioral data like 
reaction times are known to habituate in amplitude/speed with practice (Jodo & Inoue, 
1990; Lew & Polich, 1993), a feature that modeling the sequence of blocks in a study 
design should help address. To simulate this type of effect, the distribution of peak 
amplitudes for the P3 that was used from trial to trial was set to habituate over the course 
of four “blocks.” Specifically, participants’ data were divided into four equal parts, 
regardless of how many trials they had and the original distribution of P3 amplitudes was 
used for the first quarter. For the second quarter of trials, the distribution was decreased 
by .25 µV. It was decreased by another .25 µV for the third quarter (total -.5 µV), and 
another .5 for the final quarter of trials (total -1 µV). This procedure models the relatively 
modest decrease in mean amplitude over a somewhat small number of trials (for 
cognitive tasks) that is likely to occur for a P3 with a grand mean amplitude of only 8 or 
9 µV. Mean amplitudes and peak latencies were extracted from this model to test the 
effect of a full suite of known issues in EEG data on the ability for the multi-level 
modeling to appropriately detect the relationship between the NoGo-N2 and simulated 
reaction time.  
 Data extraction method. The data extraction method used to retrieve mean 
amplitudes and peak latencies from simulated EEG data was similar to the one used in 
the preliminary analysis (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b). The simulated EEG data sets 
were loaded and bound to the trial structure from separately saved parameters files so that 
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go and no-go trials could be extracted accordingly. Next, the data were baseline corrected 
and averaged ERPs were created and smoothed with a moving 24-point smoothing 
function (a spread of 24 points represents smoothing over 2% of all points at a time). 
Smoothed ERPs were used only to assist in identifying peak latencies by eliminating 
some competition that may arise from the existence of multiple local peaks that sum to a 
single peak. An edited version of ERPlab’s local peak function was used to identify local 
peaks. A local peak was defined as a point in the data that was larger (or smaller, 
depending on direction of the component) than both of its “neighbors,” or, the average of 
the 5 adjacent points in the data directly before and after it. Further, the peak had to be 
greater (or smaller) than the two points immediately flanking it. This function prevents 
the presence of large slopes of neighboring components from making the maximal or 
minimal value be set by larger components that overlap in time. The P2 peak was 
identified as the local maximal peak between 175 and 225ms, the NoGo-N2 peak was 
identified as the local minimal peak between 200 and 350ms, and the P3 was identified as 
the local maximal peak between 350 and 600ms.  
 Once average peak latencies per component were found for each participant, these 
values were used to extract mean amplitudes and individual trial peak latencies. For mean 
amplitudes, the same approach as used in the preliminary analysis was used, in which a 
participant’s average peak latency was used to generate a symmetric window around the 
peak over which the average amplitude was taken for each trial. For single-trial peak 
latencies, the same approach as for average peaks was taken, in which single trials were 
smoothed and a local peak was identified in a 50ms or 100ms window for the P2 and 
NoGo-N2/P3, respectively. If at the individual level, a local peak could not be identified 
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for the P2 or P3, approximate mean values were substituted (200ms and 400ms, 
respectively), and if a local peak could not be found for either the go or no-go conditions 
for the NoGo-N2, the peak for the other condition was substituted. At the single trial 
level, if a local peak could not be found, a zero was inserted and the data point was 
considered “missing.” See Appendix C for full MATLAB function.  
Simulation Results 
 From each of the models outlined above, RTs were simulated with correlation 
coefficients and variances that differed across participants. Thus, to directly compare the  
 
 
Figure 3. Averaged ERP waveforms for the single electrode (FCz) of simulated EEG 
data including the Overlap, Error, and full Habituation simulations.  
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MLM model outputs to these correlations, each participant’s unstandardized regression 
coefficient was calculated for the true relationship between the NoGo-N2 and simulated 
reaction time with 95% confidence intervals so that MLM accuracy could be directly 
compared to the true value in the same units. 
 True model results. The average regression coefficient among simulated 
participants between NoGo-N2 amplitude and RT for go trials was set at b = 1.72, [1.30,  
2.15] and for no-go trials was set at b = -1.58, [-2.37, -.79]1. As a reminder, this was done 
to simulate the interaction between amplitude and trial type. In the single component 
model, as expected, both NoGo-N2 amplitude and trial type were significant predictors of 
reaction time, Fs(1,116) > 22, ps < .0001. Similarly, the interaction between amplitude 
and trial type was highly significant, F(1,116) = 5898.92, p < .0001, and estimated the 
relationship for go trials at b = 1.71 and the relationship for no-go trials at b = -1.51. 
Similarly, in the full model, including the amplitude and latency of all three components, 
the same effects remained with nearly identical coefficient values. No other relationships 
between component amplitude or latency and simulated reaction time reached 
significance, as would be expected, Fs(1,116) < 1, ps > .38. Although impressive at first 
glance, this is effectively the same as running the regressions used to get the true values, 
but in a multi-level framework and so discrepancies are highly unlikely.  
 Overlap results. For the overlap simulation, the first model run included only the 
NoGo-N2, trial type, and the interaction between the two as predictors (see Figure 3). 
This resulted in the model reporting a null main effect for the NoGo-N2, F(1,116) = .22, 
                                                 
1 Although each simulated model generated a different “true model,” because the correlation values were 
held constant, variance in the b coefficients among the other true models did not differ except beyond the 
second decimal point and thus the “true model” generated for the full simulation is presented here.  
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p = .64, and a significant main effect for trial type, F(1,116) = 53.89, p < .0001. 
Critically, this model accurately detected the interaction between the NoGo-N2 and trial 
type, F(1,116) = 3697.71, p < .0001. Although the interaction accurately represented the 
negative relationship for no-go trials and the positive relationship for go trials, the 
estimates for b were largely inflated (see Table 2). Whereas the true values indicated that, 
for each 1 microvolt increase (or decrease for no-go trials) the reaction time should get 
slower by 1.71ms (or 1.51ms for no-go trials), the overlap simulation estimated this effect 
to be 3.08ms (or 3.02ms).  
 For the full model, there were too many missing observations for the single trial 
latency variables and this sparsity caused the model to fail to converge, thus, a full model 
using all of the component amplitudes but none of the component peak latencies was run. 
In the latter two simulations (Error and Habituation), models with and without 
component latencies did not differ in their coefficients predicting RT from NoGo-N2 
amplitude by more than .02 and so this full model should still be a good representation.  
This model was largely identical to the single component model, with a null main 
effect for the NoGo-N2, F(1,116) = 1.23, p = .27, and a significant main effect for trial 
type, F(1,116) = 45.22, p < .0001. Similarly, the interaction was significant in the same 
way as previously, inflating the coefficients by almost twice their true value, F(1,116) = 
3556.23, p < .0001. No effects of other components were significant, Fs(1,116) < .10, ps 
> .77. 
One possible interpretation of these models for the overlap simulation is that the 
overlap between components is fairly easily dealt with when it comes to extracting the 
true nature of the relationship between the component amplitude and the outcome
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measure, indicated by the extremely significant interaction terms. However, using the 
mean amplitude of a component may artificially inflate the size of the effects. This is, of 
course, only applicable for a completely unrealistic version of the data in which no noise 
exists.   
 Error results. For the error simulation, the single component model revealed a 
significant main effect of the NoGo-N2, F(1,116) = 31.49, p < .0001, and a null effect for 
trial type, F(1,116) = .01, p = .91. Again, the interaction between the NoGo-N2 and trial 
type was largely significant, though not nearly to the same degree as in the overlap 
simulation, F(1,116) = 144.64, p < .0001. These effects replicated in the full model 
including all component amplitudes and peak latencies; the significant NoGo-N2 effect, 
F(1,116) = 19.22, p < .0001, the lack of a trial type effect, F(1,116) = .05, p = .82, and the 
strong interaction effect, F(1,116) = 63.12, p < .0001. In this model, a significant 
negative relationship between P3 amplitude and reaction time (b = -.07) was spuriously 
discovered, F(1,116) = 14.32, p = .0002, though no other effects were significant, 
Fs(1,116) < 1.8, ps > .18.  
 Unlike the overlap simulation, the coefficients were much smaller than the true 
coefficients and in the case of the full model, the error simulation estimated the 
relationship for no-go trials to be positive, though not significantly different from 0. 
These results suggest that, although the nature of the relationships present was still 
correct and reliably detected, the actual coefficients were both not within the 95% 
confidence intervals for the true values and for no-go trials, was not significantly 
different from 0.  
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 Habituation results. Finally, the full simulation demonstrated effects mostly 
consistent with the previous two simulations. In the single component model the main 
effect of the NoGo-N2 was significant, F(1,116) = 18.11, p < .0001, unlike the effect of 
trial type, F(1,116) < 0.01, p = .97. The interaction between NoGo-N2 and trial type was 
largely significant and though it correctly characterized the true nature of the relationship, 
it drastically underestimated the true effects (see Table 2), F(1,116) = 115.50, p < .0001. 
The full model replicated the effect of the NoGo-N2, F(1,116) = 26.58, p < .0001, and 
the null effect of trial type, F(1,116) = 3.26, p = .07. Further, the interaction replicated at 
about half the size, F(1,116) = 54.95, p < .0001. In this model, both the amplitude of the 
P2 and the P3 showed modest, but significant relationships, Fs(1,116) > 11, ps < .001. In 
both cases, these relationships were negative and small, b = -.027 & b = -.072 for the P2 
and P3, respectively. All other effects were non-significant, Fs(1,116) < 1.38, ps > .24.  
Conclusions 
 From these simulations, some clear strengths and weaknesses of the approach are 
highlighted. Most importantly, across all simulations the nature of the relationship 
between the NoGo-N2 and reaction time as it interacted with trial type was reliably and 
strongly detected. Despite a positive individual-level relationship between the NoGo-N2 
and reaction time, overlapping components, real EEG noise, and habituating P3 
amplitudes, the more negative relationship for no-go trials versus go trials was detected at 
highly significant levels. Further, relationships that did not exist in the true data were 
mostly removed from the findings. Because the true nature of the relationship between 
the NoGo-N2 and simulated reaction time was that of an interaction with trial type, it is 
not surprising that in some of the models, significant main effects for either the NoGo-N2 
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or trial type arose. Because there were four times as many go trials as there were no-go 
trials, the true main effect for the N2 should have been about .20 (thus the discrepancy in 
b coefficients in the true model), though the fact that this was dependent on trial type 
meant that the two effects were highly collinear, discrepancies in these main effects are 
expected2.  The presence of some relatively small relationships between the P3 and, in 
one case, the P2 is likely attributable to the overlap of these mean values with the mean 
values of the no-go trial N2 mean amplitudes. Given that the random slopes of the NoGo-
N2 effects were consistently significant and the random slopes of the P2 and P3 effects 
were consistently non-significant (i.e., the relationship between the NoGo-N2 and RT 
varied from person to person, as was intended, but did not for the P2 and P3), it is also 
possible that part of the fixed negative relationship between the NoGo-N2 and RT was 
subsumed in the P2 and P3 effects, potentially explaining why the no-go trial N2s were 
consistently more positive than they should have been. Despite the fact that the MLM 
should ideally account for this type of collinearity, the influence of these neighboring 
components is more readily addressed by improving the extraction method, such as by 
using ICA to isolate one component from its neighbors, a technique implemented in the 
next section. At the very least, this does potentially prompt the use of a more stringent 
alpha level when drawing conclusions about fixed effects. In these models, all effects that 
were simulated into the data were significant at p < .0001 whereas spurious relationships 
never met this benchmark.  
                                                 
2 This is the primary reason that only F values are given in Table 1, because the actual values of these 
effects are likely derivative of the qualifying interaction and, in reality, are parts of the interaction that were 
dispersed into the other effects.  
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 In conjunction with these strengths, there were a few notable weaknesses of the 
approach. First and foremost, the multi-level modeling consistently failed to accurately 
represent the strength of the relationship, either dramatically overestimating the b 
coefficients for the overlap simulations or drastically underestimating the coefficients in 
the case of the error and habituation simulations. From this, one can potentially conclude 
that whereas using mean amplitudes to represent relationships based on peak amplitudes 
may artificially inflate coefficient estimates, this is heavily outweighed by the 
underestimation of the effect due to the addition of EEG noise. One noteworthy point to 
be made is the fact that the single predictor models consistently correctly identified the 
signal of the NoGo-N2, appropriately assigning a negative value to the relationship 
between the NoGo-N2 and RT for no-go trials whereas the full models consistently 
flipped these signs. This is evidence supporting the point made previously (see Model 
building) that single component models are likely to be the most accurate representations 
of the true relationship and that full models, while helpful, can skew the interpretation of 
these relationships when multiple separate components are entered simultaneously.  
 Although the dramatic decrease in slope size is potentially worrisome, when 
considering the relationship between the simulation parameters and the measured values, 
this issue becomes less severe. Namely, for the full simulation, the average correlation 
across participants between the peak amplitude used to generate simulated waveforms 
and the extracted mean amplitude from the component detected in the simulated 
waveforms was r = .25 and ranged from -.02 to .48. When participant’s true coefficients 
were weighted by their respective correlation value, the new b  coefficient for go trials 
became b = .43, 95CI: [.33, .54] and for no-go trials became b = -.40, 95CI: [-.60,-.20]. 
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Although the observed values still did not fall within the 95% confidence intervals for 
these measures, the discrepancy between what should be expected and what was 
observed becomes much less extreme.  
 Overall, this simulation serves to demonstrate that the detection of single-trial 
relationships between ERP components and behavioral outcomes using MLM is reliable 
and accurately describes the nature of relationships between these factors. Though this 
approach may underestimate the strength of these effects, this merely serves to make the 
test more conservative when real EEG noise is added. Specifically, this simulation study 
shows that factors like strong continuous by condition level interactions, differences in 
the number of trials per condition, differences in the size and latency of components in 
different conditions, and other factors relevant to the Go/NoGo task design do not impede 
the ability to detect known relationships. With the strengths and limitations of both the 
simulation and the preliminary analysis of Chapter 2, as well as the methodological 
insights provided by recent advancements in data reduction techniques (Bridwell, et al., 
2018) in mind, I proceed to closely re-examine the relationship between the NoGo-N2 
ERP component and response accuracy in the next chapter (Chapter 4).   
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF NEW GO/NOGO DATA 
In the preliminary analysis described previously, it was found that the multi-level 
modeling of the relationship between the NoGo-N2 and response accuracy supported the 
conflict monitoring theory of the NoGo-N2. Specifically, the NoGo-N2 significantly 
interacted with the trial type such that more positive N2 amplitudes were associated with 
worse odds of a correct response on go trials but higher odds of a correct response on no-
go trials. This interaction suggests that the condition-level difference typically found in 
the NoGo-N2 between go and no-go trials likely represents the differential activation of 
conflict between competing responses. In go trials, there is no competing response 
information and thus the ACC is not as activated as the no-go trials in which the 
prepotent go response competes with the no-go response. Further, the magnitude of the 
conflict between responses seems to predict accuracy such that less conflict, indicated by 
smaller (more positive) NoGo-N2 amplitudes, leads to successfully withholding the go 
response. In the third chapter of this paper, simple data extraction and multi-level 
modeling of the data accurately represented the complex relationships likely to exist in 
Go/NoGo style tasks. Despite this overall success, a few issues arose involving the 
underestimation of effects and the possible overlap of neighboring components absorbing 
variance due to the NoGo-N2. Implementing what was learned from this simulation as 
well as some of the data reduction strategies recommended by Bridwell et al. (2018), a 
large sample (N = 68) direct replication of the pilot data analyzed in the preliminary 
analysis was conducted using this trial-level method.  
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Methods 
 Participants. Seventy-two undergraduate students participated in this study 
voluntarily for course credit. Of these 72 students, three participants did not finish data 
collection and one participant’s data did not meet our criteria of data retention after 
artifact rejection and was thus excluded. This left a final sample of 68 participants, the 
sample size set a priori based on a power analysis of the pilot study described previously. 
This sample had a mean age of 19.19 years old with a standard deviation of 1.38 years 
and consisted of 40 males and 28 females. This study was approved by the IRB ethics 
committee at Arizona State University and all participants gave signed consent to 
participate in this study.  
Procedure. After having the overall procedure of the study described to them, 
participants consented to participate and were prepped for EEG acquisition. After this, 
participants performed a simple Go/NoGo task. Participants first completed a brief 
training block with 50% no-go trials prior to emotion manipulations so that they could 
familiarize themselves with the speed and presentation of the stimuli; participants 
repeated this practice until demonstrating a correct understanding of the task. Participants 
then completed three test blocks of the task, with 400 randomized trials per block, of 
which 80% were go trials and 20% were no-go trials. Three go and no-go letter pairs 
were counterbalanced across blocks, and all differed from the practice block; in each 
case, the no-go letter was the go letter with an element removed from the letter itself 
(e.g., R for “go” and P for “no-go”) to maximize the difficulty in differentiating between 
the two stimuli. Prior to each test block, participants were asked to watch one of three 
series of 12 full-screen photographs on a 27” computer monitor (2560 x 1440), allowing 
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themselves to experience any emotions the photos might elicit, for a total of 3 minutes. 
Because this study originally aimed to test the effects of different emotion states on 
Go/NoGo performance, a set of awe-inducing stimuli, enthusiasm-inducing stimuli, and 
neutral stimuli were presented. The Awe set included panoramic nature views, images of 
space, and extreme weather events such as the aurora borealis. The Neutral control set 
included complex outdoor scenes, such as busy urban streets and the fronts of multiple 
homes. A third photo set depicted desirable foods such as candy, desserts, pizza, and fried 
chicken; these photos were used to elicit the appetitive positive emotion of Enthusiasm.  
Order of the photo sets was counterbalanced across participants. Each block of photos 
was followed immediately by a block of the Go/NoGo task. EPrime version 2.0 was used 
to control the Go/NoGo stimulus presentation, as well as recording and scoring responses 
in the task. For each trial, participants first saw a white fixation cross on a black 
background that lasted for a 20ms jittered interval between 900 and 1100ms, averaging 
1000ms. Participants then saw the stimulus letter for 250ms with a 750ms window 
following during which they could give a response by pressing the ‘n’ key on a keyboard 
in front of them, immediately jumping ahead to a 50ms delay before the onset of the next 
trial. At the end of this 1000ms total time window, if a response was not detected, it was 
marked as a null response and the same 50ms wait before the start of the next trial 
occurred.  
EEG acquisition and processing. Throughout the session, participants’ EEG 
signals were recorded via an EasyCap 32-channel electrode cap using the left and right 
mastoids as the online reference. Data were recorded at 1000 Hz with an online band-
pass filter from .1 to 100 Hz and bandpass filtered offline from .1 to 30 Hz. Electrodes 
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which had variance values exceeding 3.5 standard deviations of the mean variance among 
all electrodes were interpolated with a graded average of the remaining electrodes and 
both horizontal and vertical eye movements were removed using blind source ICA (Jung 
et al., 2000). For the preliminary study presented in Chapter 2, this is the point at which 
data extraction would have occurred. However, for this study we implemented the same 
ICA source separation that was used in detecting ocular artifacts to isolate components 
reflecting signal related to the NoGo-N2 in accordance with the suggestions of Bridwell 
et al. (2018).  
 
Figure 4. Distribution of ICA components, arranged in order of variance contributed to 
the overall signal, for one participant. In this case, the second component perfectly 
matches the criteria outlined for selecting a NoGo-N2 component.  
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The selection of ICA components proceeded in a rigorous fashion, using several 
convergent methods to systematically isolate the component most representative of the 
NoGo-N2. For each participant, the following steps were followed until a component was 
selected. First, all components were plotted topographically with their average epoched 
signal, similar to an ERP, plotted for both go and no-go conditions (Figure 4). Given that 
the NoGo-N2 tends to peak fronto-centrally and have a relatively smooth decrease of the 
signal across the surface of the scalp, the next step involved selecting components that 
peaked between Cz and Fz and which reflected the overall scalp topography of the 
NoGo-N2. These components were then examined by comparing the time course of the 
go and no-go trials, selecting the component that depicted the known condition level 
difference in the signal (i.e., no-go trials should have more negative N2’s than go trials). 
Participants that did not clearly meet these requirements or who had multiple components 
that could have met these considerations were inspected more closely. This involved 
examining the full time-frequency decomposition of several components, looking for a 
consistent onset and offset of a component within the range of the NoGo-N2. Failing this, 
the participant was marked as not having a suitable component and was excluded from 
data analysis (N=2), leaving 66 total participants analyzed for this study. Positively 
weighted components were inverted so that measurements would reflect a typical ERP 
NoGo-N23. For visual comparison, the grand average waveforms of the full ERPs are 
presented in Figure 5.  
                                                 
3 Because the positive/negative sign of ICA components is meaningless, some components representing the 
NoGo-N2 showed it as a positive inflection and were thus inverted so that the NoGo-N2 would accurately 
be measured as a negative deflection in the waveform.  
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 Data extraction for MLM. Data extraction occurred in much the same way that 
it occurred for the simulation (Chapter 3), however, because ICA components already 
have aspects of noise removed, no smoothing was applied for finding participant average 
peak latencies. Further, to ensure that local peak extraction was successful at the 
individual level, component ERPs were visually examined and in the case that the 
automatically extracted peak latency value did not match with the observable waveform, 
the parameters for local peak extraction were altered until it successfully identified a peak 
latency that matched the averaged waveform. Average activation in the previously 
selected ICA component was calculated in a 100ms window around the individual level  
 
 
Figure 5. Grand averaged ERPs for the new data, separated by Go and No-go trials 
(bottom) and showing the scalp topography for the difference wave between the two 
conditions (top).  
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peak latency. In addition to mean activation, single trial peak latency was also extracted 
in the same way as in the simulation (Chapter 3), by locating the local peak in a range of 
+/- 50ms around the individual level peak latency.  
Results  
 As was the case for the preliminary analysis in Chapter 2, NoGo-N2 amplitude 
did not significantly correlate with response accuracy at the individual-level. This was 
true across all three emotion induction conditions and for both no-go trial incorrect 
responses and no-go trial correct responses, -.107 < rs < .208, ps > .10. Thus, based 
solely on this level of analysis, one might conclude that, across two studies, the amplitude 
of the NoGo-N2 is not related to response accuracy in this task. However, the trial-level 
MLM approach provides evidence that they are related.  
The multi-level modeling results in this section follow the progression of model 
building outlined in Chapter 2, starting with the simple intercept model, followed by a 
model with experiment features and mean NoGo-N2 activation and a model with 
experiment features and NoGo-N2 peak latency. Next, a full model including all 
parameters and interactions was run, followed by the same model but with non-
significant features removed from the model. Previously, it was argued that single 
component models should be used to interpret the direction and strength of effects based 
on the idea that suppression and moderation effects in the full model were due to the 
temporal precedence of other components. However, in this case, only one component is 
analyzed, the NoGo-N2, by characterizing it in terms of mean activation and peak 
latency, a relationship that is both theoretically relevant and arguably non-spurious. Thus, 
in this case the full model is the best model from which to base interpretations of effects 
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because other predictors do not gain precedence in the model by simply occurring earlier 
in time.  
 Upon testing the assumptions of MLM, it was discovered that a major violation of 
the assumption of normality of residuals as well as for the relationship between residuals 
to variables at level 1 occurred. This was such that so few observations occurred in which 
participants incorrectly responded to go trials that parameters for these conditions could 
not be adequately estimated. For example, residuals for incorrect no-go trials tended to 
range from -15 to 5, whereas residuals for incorrect go trials ranged down to less than       
-157. Despite this, when models were rerun using only no-go trials, parameter estimates 
were almost completely unaltered, thus, the models including go trials are presented. 
Although the no-go parameters should be robust, the parameters for go trials and for 
interactions should be interpreted with some caution. All model results are presented in 
Table 3. 
 Intercept model. For the simple intercept model, the model was estimated at an 
intercept of 2.27, translating to odds of 9.68, suggesting that overall people were nearly 
ten times as likely to respond accurately compared to responding inaccurately. The ICC 
for the level 2 predictors, blocks of the design, was .1135 whereas the ICC for the level 3 
predictors, individuals, was .3553. This suggests that a little over 35% of the variance in 
accuracy was attributable to individual differences and around 11% was attributable to 
different blocks (e.g. practice or exhaustion). The residual log pseudo-likelihood (LLR) 
for this model was 410120.2 and the chi-square value for fit was 75386.85. As 
comparison points, the LLR should increase as a sign of increased fit whereas the chi-
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square value should decrease as a sign of increased fit. All models and their comparison 
to this model are presented in Figure 3. All regression slopes (b) are reported in log odds.  
 Activation single feature model. For the model estimating the effects of NoGo-
N2 activation, trial type, and emotion condition, the model was estimated at an intercept 
of 1.07, translating to odds of 2.92, suggesting this model was estimated at a point where 
accuracy was already relatively poor. In this model there was no significant effect of 
amplitude on accuracy, F(1,65) = 3.70, p = .06, and no significant interaction between N2 
and trial type, F(1.65) = .06, p = .81. However, the main effect of trial type was largely 
significant, F(1,65) = 359.85, p < .0001. Taken together with the intercept value of the 
model, it is likely that this model suggests that, considering only N2 activation as an 
external variable, the trial type was the primary predictor of how accurate participants 
were, with the obvious relationship being that participants were far less accurate on no-go 
trials compared to go trials. In this model, the LLR was 434670.3 whereas the chi-square 
was 72544.46, a marked increase in fit from the intercept model.  
Latency single feature model. For the model estimating the effects of NoGo-N2 
peak latency, trial type, and emotion condition, the model was estimated at an intercept of 
2.14, translating to odds of 8.50, suggesting that the model was estimated at a point of 
accuracy more comparable to baseline (i.e., the intercept model’s intercept). In this 
model, the only significant effects were the main effect of N2 latency, F(1,65) = 4.74, p 
= .03, and the interaction between N2 latency and trial type, F(1,65) = 38.52, p < .0001. 
The interaction effect was such that it qualified the lower level effect, indicating that for 
no-go trials later peak latencies resulted in lower odds of an accurate response (b =           
-.0036), but higher odds of accuracy for go trials (b = .0024). This is in line with the  
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conflict monitoring theory, suggesting that later activation of conflict between responses 
may be “too late” and thus lead to more false alarms. In this model, the LLR was 
433839.7 whereas the chi-square was 72306.48, a marked increase in fit from the 
intercept model, but roughly equal in fit to the amplitude model (i.e., one index suggests 
it was better, the other suggests it was worse). 
Full model with all features. For the model estimating the effects of NoGo-N2 
mean activation and peak latency, trial type, and emotion condition, as well as all 
interactions, the model was estimated at an intercept of 2.19, translating to odds of 8.93, 
suggesting that the model was estimated at a point of accuracy more comparable to 
baseline. Because this model was primarily for identifying which parameters did not need 
to be modeled, effects of this model are not interpreted.  Instead, this model indicated that 
the emotion condition factor was unnecessary, suggesting that emotion conditions did not 
alter the predictive value of other features on accuracy. The LLR for this model was 
437571.9 and the chi-square was 73361.41, indicating that although the fit was much 
better (based on the LLR), the chi-square value punished fit for over-specifying the 
model (including all possible interactions).  
 Full model with retained features. For the model estimating the effects of 
NoGo-N2 mean activation and peak latency, as well as the trial type and their 
interactions, the model was estimated at an intercept of 2.35, translating to odds of 10.49. 
At the main effect level, NoGo-N2 activation was significantly positively related to 
accuracy (b = .072), F(1,65) = 9.15, p = .004, as was the peak latency (b = -.00113), 
F(1,65) = 4.72, p = .03. These effects indicate that later peaks and more negative N2 
amplitudes are both independently related to worse odds of a correct response. Each of 
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these effects also significantly interacted with trial type and in both cases these were 
strong interactions. For the interaction between N2 activation and trial type, larger (more 
negative) NoGo-N2 amplitudes were predictive of worse odds of an accurate response for 
no-go trials (b = .197), and better odds of accuracy for go trials (b = -.0521), F(1,65) = 
37.37, p < .0001. For the interaction between N2 peak latency and trial type, later peak 
latencies were related to worse odds of accuracy for no-go trials (b = -.00410) and better 
odds of accuracy for go trials (b = .00184), F(1,65) = 37.65, p < .0001.  
Not only were these effects independent of one another, but the effects of NoGo-
N2 activation and peak latency also significantly interacted negatively (b = -.00026), 
F(1.65) = 11.24, p = .001. To interpret this interaction, recall that later N2 peak latency 
predicted worse performance; the negative slope of this interaction suggests that having a 
later N2 peak latency is even more detrimental to performance if the amplitude is also 
more positive, as would be expected. Specifically, because peak latency and amplitude 
are related, higher amplitude signals are naturally expected to take longer to peak and this 
interaction suggests that later peak latencies that cannot be explained by larger amplitude 
signals lead to even worse odds of a correct response.  
Finally, the strong three-way interaction between N2 activation, peak latency, and 
trial type was significant (b = .00084), F(1,65) = 36.69, p < .0001. This complex 
interaction is best described in terms of the previously interpreted activation by latency 
interaction. Effectively, the relationship explained above is true for no-go trials (b = -
.00069) but is reversed for go trials (b = .00016). That is, for go trials, the negative 
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Table 4. Interpretation of log odds effect sizes 
 
Note. Table showing individual slopes transformed from log odds to odds for ease of 
interpretation. In the far-right column, the change in odds of an accurate response is 
estimated for a +1 standard deviation change in either NoGo-N2 amplitude or peak 
latency, respective to condition. When separate trial types are not involved, a one 
standard deviation chance in amplitude is equal to 1.66µV and for peak latency is equal 
to 30.99ms. Starred effects should be directly compared for interpreting the three-way 
interaction.  
 
 
effect of having a later peak latency on performance is lessened by more positive 
amplitudes. A clear representation of the effects of these interactions in terms of odds is 
presented in Table 4.   
Conclusions 
 This trial-level inspection of the relationship between the NoGo-N2 and accuracy 
revealed many telling effects. In contrast to the preliminary analysis, the amplitude of the 
N2 in isolation did not significantly predict response accuracy, nor did analysis of the 
N2’s peak latency in isolation. However, the most predictive value model was the final 
Fixed Effects Trial Type Odds Effect Effect Odds
+ 1.66 µV or + 30.99ms
N2 Amplitude 1.0751 1.1278
N2 Peak latency 0.9989 0.9656*
N2 Amp*Trial Type Go 0.9492 0.9335
No-Go 1.2177 1.8183
N2 Peak*Trial Type Go 1.0018 1.0628
No-Go 0.9959 0.9108
N2 Amp*N2 Peak 0.9997 0.9652*
N2 Amp*N2 Peak*Trial Type Go 1.0002 0.9635*
No-Go 0.9993 0.9726*
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full model including the higher order interactions between NoGo-N2 amplitude, peak 
latency, and the type of trial (go vs. no-go). The two-way interactions indicated that more 
negative amplitude N2s and those with later peak latencies predicted worse odds of 
giving an accurate no-go response, but better odds of producing an accurate go response. 
Both of these are effects that the conflict monitoring theory of the NoGo-N2 would 
predict: the heightened conflict between competing responses and later resolution of this 
conflict should lead to less frequent accurate responses. For the response inhibition 
theory of the NoGo-N2, there was mixed evidence. The effect of amplitude was in the 
opposite direction of the response inhibition predicted effect: if response inhibition is 
more highly activated, an incorrect response should be more likely to be withheld. 
However, the peak latency finding was in line with predictions, though not to any greater 
extent than the conflict monitoring theory: more delayed recruitment of response 
inhibition processes should lead to less success in inhibiting an incorrect response.  
The final two-way interaction that was significant was between the NoGo-N2 
activation and peak latency, indicating the presence of an effect that is consistent with 
basic ERP theory: that larger components peak later, so if a component does not have as 
large an amplitude and still peaks later, it is more likely to be due to some delay in 
processing. This directly models the concern that arose from the preliminary analysis 
regarding the non-independence between component amplitudes and latencies. With this 
interaction term included, one can conclude that the effects of amplitude and/or latency 
are further independent of their relationship with one another. The higher order three-way 
interaction simply represents the fact that the NoGo-N2 tends to have negative mean 
values for no-go trials and positive mean values for go trials and so the effect of 
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amplitude swaps (i.e., a more positive amplitude indicates a smaller negative component 
but a larger positive component).  
These findings are both consistent overall with the preliminary analysis of this 
data described earlier and with the conflict monitoring theory of the NoGo-N2. The 
increased amplitude of the NoGo-N2 relating to worse odds of an accurate response is in 
line with the underlying theory that the amplitude reflects increased activation in the 
ACC which is a representation of the rising conflict between competing response options 
(Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Yeung et al., 2004). The peak latency findings also adhere to 
the idea that the NoGo-N2 and the ERN are related, if not identical, processes that occur 
at different times, with the ERN potentially representing a conflict monitoring process 
that occurred too late (Yeung et al., 2004). In further support of this idea, an exploratory 
analysis conducted outside of the MLM and using the mean difference between the peak 
latency of the NoGo-N2 for incorrect no-go trials and the reaction time for the same trial 
was only -15.46ms on average across participants. This suggests a delay of only about 
15ms after the NoGo-N2 peaks before a response is made. In contrast, the difference 
between the peak of this component and the reaction time for correct go trials was -80.01 
ms, a much more reasonable time window for influencing motor behavior. However, 
because reactions times are only recorded for correct go and incorrect no-go responses 
due to the study design, this difference could not be entered as a predictor of accuracy. I 
discuss the potential for this type of measure in future analyses further in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
 Recently, neuroscience techniques such as EEG and ERP have been applied to a 
wide array of topic areas including social and personality psychology, affective science, 
cognitive processes, cross-cultural comparisons, and many other areas of psychology. 
However, as new fields attempt to apply these techniques to their questions of interest, it 
is important to fully understand the nature of the components used in these paradigms 
before drawing conclusions about the meaning of the neural data. In many recent 
publications, authors have either failed to report relationships supporting a link between 
their key neural components and phenomena of interest or have failed to find such 
relationships in their empirical data. This failure to relate neural signals to putative 
outcomes calls into question the validity of the conclusions drawn; at best, this weakens 
the strength of the inferences that can be made, and at worst, can results in 
misinterpretation of one’s findings. In this paper and elsewhere (Bridwell et al., 2018; 
Mauss et al., 2005) the argument is made that the cause of this lack of findings is not 
because the relationships do not exist, but rather that trying to assess them through 
individual-level correlations is not the appropriate approach. Instead, an examination of 
the coherence between measures at the continuous or single-trial level more accurately 
represents these types of relationships.  
 In the present work, this trial-level approach was used to contribute to a debate 
about the function of the NoGo-N2 ERP component, a negative component commonly 
found in Go/NoGo paradigms. Two competing theories suggest that this component 
represents either response inhibition (Falkenstein et al., 1999; Jodo & Kayama, 1992) or 
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the activation of a conflict monitoring system (Donkers & Van Boxtel, 2004; 
Nieuwenhuis et al., 2003; Yeung et al., 2004). Through the use of cleverly designed 
studies and source localization in the anterior cingulate cortex, evidence has accumulated 
in support of the conflict monitoring theory. However, this evidence wholly relies on 
condition level differences or effects, rather than the relationship of the component to the 
behavior of interest: the withholding of a prepotent response. As I have argued, the best 
test of a component function is its relationship to the behavior of interest is at the single-
trial level. In previous work using this method (see Hampton & Varnum, 2018b), a 
number of components commonly thought to relate to behavior in one way were found to 
predict behavior in opposing or unexpected directions at the single-trial level. In the 
present work, one of these components, the NoGo-N2, was analyzed across two sets of 
data, and using a simulation study to validate the analysis methods and found overarching 
support for the conflict monitoring theory of the NoGo-N2.  
 First, in a preliminary study, multilevel modeling was used to model the 
relationship between NoGo-N2 amplitudes and accuracy on a Go/NoGo task, including 
the amplitudes of neighboring components P2 and P3 as predictors. This analysis 
revealed that, independent of other components, the amplitude of the NoGo-N2 
significantly predicted the odds of accurately giving or withholding a response. Further, 
this relationship significantly interacted with the trial type such that a more negative N2 
component predicted worse odds of an accurate response for no-go trials but better odds 
of an accurate response for go trials. Although these findings were largely in line with the 
conflict monitoring theory, there were a few limitations to this study. First, the study was 
a small sample pilot (N=18) that relied on conservative corrections to the degrees of 
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freedom to properly estimate the parameters (Kenward-Roger; Kenward & Roger, 1997) 
and which extracted data from EEG in a relatively simple and unsophisticated way, 
leaving in a great deal of noise that could easily be eliminated using modern techniques, 
as suggested by Bridwell and colleagues (2018). Further, the estimates of effects 
appeared to be quite small, altering the odds of accuracy by less than .1 in either direction 
per unit change in amplitude. Finally, the use of multi-level modeling to model these 
relationships was untested. To address the latter issue, a simulation study of NoGo-N2 
type EEG data was performed.  
 In the simulation study, real data parameters for variation between and within 
participants were used to generate independent sinusoidal ERP components that both 
overlapped and varied systematically in time. Using the true parameters of peak 
amplitudes from which the EEG data were simulated, matching reaction time data was 
fabricated such that the individual level correlation between a NoGo-N2 type component 
and reaction time, a continuous measure of performance, was set at r = .20. At the single-
trial level, the relationship between the amplitude of this component and reaction time 
was set at r = .30 for go trials and r = -.30 for no-go trials on average, mimicking the 
interaction effect found in the preliminary analysis. Multi-level modeling was applied to 
mean amplitude and peak latencies of single-trial NoGo-N2 components from 
progressively more complex data simulations. First, the data were simulated using the 
given parameters to model the influence of neighboring components that overlapped in 
time. Next, real EEG noise was added in the background of the signal to model the 
influence of non-stationary error. Finally, the habituation of the P3 amplitude was 
included to model the influence of practice and component habituation over time. This 
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simulation study demonstrated clear strengths and weaknesses. Overall, each of the 
models succeeded in accurately representing the nature of the relationship; that is, each 
model found strong interactions between NoGo-N2 amplitude and trial type which 
generally indicated a negative relationship for no-go trials and a positive relationship for 
go trials. However, the estimates of the size of these relationships drastically 
underestimated the true effect and occasionally showed weak spurious effects in 
neighboring components. Whereas the spurious contribution of neighboring components 
may be addressed by more sophisticated data extraction methods such as ICA, the 
underestimation of effect sizes may be seen as representing a conservative test of 
relationships which could actually have more influence than they appear. Given the size 
of effects in the new data analysis, it is possible that techniques such as ICA also help to 
address this issue as well.  
 Finally, in Chapter 4, a full sample (N = 66) replication of the preliminary data 
reported in Chapter 2 was conducted to address a number of limitations of the 
preliminary analysis. This replication included several important new features. First, a 
rigorous independent component analysis was conducted to isolate the neural activity of 
interest without relying on an individual electrode. Next, component peak latency was 
added as a predictor, using local peaks to reliably measure the point at which the NoGo-
N2 peaks in relation to when a response was given. Finally, the integration and isolation 
of the NoGo-N2 amplitude and peak latency revealed compelling higher-order 
interactions that shed light on the debate regarding the function underlying the NoGo-N2.  
Recall that the response inhibition theory suggests that increased activation of the 
function underlying the NoGo-N2, and thus the cause of increases in component 
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amplitude, represents similarly increased inhibition processes. Based on this theory, one 
would expect more negative N2 components in no-go trials to predict better accuracy 
when the correct response is the inhibition of a motor movement. Similarly, this function 
coming online earlier should also lead to more successful response inhibition. Despite the 
latency effect supporting this theory, the effect of amplitude was in the opposite 
direction, supporting the conflict monitoring theory. This theory posits that increased 
activation in the ACC represents inceasing conflict between competing responses, in this 
case the prepotent go response and the correct withholding of that response. Because 
smaller NoGo-N2 amplitudes were predictive of more positive odds of an accurate 
response, it is likely that this is due to less competition between correct and incorrect 
responses. Further, delays in this process signaled by later peak latencies also predicted 
worse odds of an accurate response.  
In total, these data serve as strong evidence in favor of the conflict monitoring 
theory of the NoGo-N2. Although this is not necessarily a contentious claim to make in 
light of other extant evidence supporting this theory, this analysis provides the first 
detailed examination of the trial-level relationships that speaks directly to the 
consequences of the underlying function’s strength of activation. Namely, it demonstrates 
that the amplitude and latency of a single trial have predictive value about one’s 
observable behavior on that same trial in line with a specific theory of the component. 
Not only does it show that these features of the NoGo-N2 are predictive of behavior, but 
the size of the effects in the model using ICA to isolate the relevant neural signal are 
notable. In the full model, despite an intercept of 2.35, translating to the odds of a correct 
response being more than 10 times as likely as an incorrect response, a one standard 
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deviation decrease in the NoGo-N2 which signals less conflict between responses, nearly 
doubled the already high odds of accuracy when one performs a no-go trial. And 
although the latency effects were considerably smaller, the time scale of neural processes 
is likely much more sensitive to these types of effects. One condition level effect reported 
in the conclusions section of Chapter 4 suggested that incorrect no-go trials had very little 
time between the peak of the NoGo-N2 and the actual behavioral response (on average, 
only about 15ms). The design of the Go/NoGo task is such that this could not be entered 
as a predictor in the model, however, study designs that induce conflict between 
responses such as the Erikson flanker task or Stop-task, in which a response is always 
given, could easily examine this relationship more closely. If that relationship were 
demonstrated, it would strengthen Yeung et al.’s (2004) argument that the ERN is akin to 
an N2 that is “too late.”  
Beyond the NoGo-N2 
 The use of single-trial analyses examining the relationship between ERPs and 
behavior is an important new tool that can enhance the understanding not only of the 
NoGO-N2 but also potentially all ERP components. However, it should not be presumed 
that all components should or will relate to behavior in the same way. In the current case, 
amplitude of the component was a key variable of interest because the outcome was the 
correct or incorrect withholding of a response and prevailing theories on the neural 
function underlying this component suggested that more or less activation of the 
underlying neural generator, whether it was related to conflict or inhibition, should 
predict better performance. In essence, the Go/NoGo task is designed to study whether or 
not a process is successfully engaged whereas many other cognitive, social, and affective 
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paradigms often utilize the high temporal resolution of EEG to test questions about the 
time course of processes. In these cases, it is likely that component onset latency or peak 
latency will be better predictors of behavioral responses like reaction time. Indeed, an 
influential review by Verleger (1997) offered an interpretation of the latency of the P3 
component as an index of “mental chronometry.” In this work, Verleger reviewed the 
many experimental factors that both delayed reaction time and concurrently delayed the 
latency of the P3 including stimulus intensity, stimulus degradation, visual search, mental 
rotation, and many more. This work focuses exclusively on the P3 component, but other 
components that relate to perception, attention, and target or response selection processes 
are similarly likely to predict reaction time performance measures using latency, rather 
than amplitude. As a general rule of thumb, components used in experimental paradigms 
to measure the timing or “mental chronometry” of processes are likely to better predict 
behavior by means of their onset or peak latency. This includes components like the early 
visual C1 component (Jeffreys & Axford, 1972), the target-selection P2 component 
(Luck & Hillyard, 1994), and of course, the P3. Conversely, the amplitudes of 
components used in experimental paradigms in order to measure the extent to which 
underlying neural generators are or are not differentially activated, are likely to better 
predict behavior in these paradigms.  This includes components such as the N400 which 
is believed to index semantic incongruity (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011), the Late Positive 
Potential which is believed to index the degree of amygdala-based emotional arousal 
(Crites Jr., Cacioppo, Gardner, & Berntson, 1995; Liu, Huang, McGinnis-Deweese, Keil, 
& Ding, 2012), and components indexing the degree of conflict between competing 
responses like the N2 family.  
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As new ERP components are discovered, and in light of existing ERPs whose 
function in specific contexts is still unclear, it will be of great importance to test the 
relationship between those components and measurable outcomes at the trial-level to help 
us understand the neural functions that underly these signals. Not only can this approach 
be applied to components with contentious or unknown explanations, but arguably all 
frequently used ERP components should be subjected to this type of testing. Although 
there is already some evidence of trial-level relationships between certain components 
and behavioral responses that supports existing theory regarding their putative functions 
(Bénar et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2001; Mars et al., 2008), there is also reason to suspect 
that some of the most commonly studied ERPs may not function in the ways in which 
they are presently believed to. In a previous study using multi-level modelling to assess 
relationships between ERP components and behavior (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b), 
preliminary evidence indicated that trial-level relationships with behavior for commonly 
studied components such as the N2pc and the P3 (see Appendix D) do not necessarily 
correspond with previous theory regarding their functions or observations of their 
relationships to behavioral responses at the individual difference or condition level. 
Ultimately, the focus on trial-level relationships demonstrated in the present work may 
provide a method for more rigorously testing the assumptions that underlie the EEG/ERP 
technique and theories regarding the function of various ERP components.  
 Indeed, this multi-level approach provides an opportunity to strengthen inference 
across multiple fields. For example, in our previous examination of cultural influences on 
the self-positivity bias (Hampton & Varnum, 2018a), we failed to find a correlation 
between ERP and behavioral indicators of the presence/lack of a self-positivity bias. In 
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fact, several studies have failed to find correlations between the N400 component and 
behavior. However, when exploring this relationship at the single-trial level, we 
discovered there was, in fact, the expected relationship between the N400 and behavioral 
responses, and that this relationship was independent of features of the study design and 
of cultural group (Hampton & Varnum, 2018b).  
A key assumption in many cultural neuroscience studies is that differences 
between groups in some outward measure, such as self-report or behavior, have their 
roots in differential patterns of neural responses. However, to make this claim it should 
be necessary to first show that in fact the neural responses in question are in fact related 
to the downstream responses in question and that this relationship is comparable across 
the groups being studied. In a way this may be analogous to this issue of measurement 
invariance in traditional cross-cultural research. When studying people from different 
cultural backgrounds, it is often important to ensure that people from both groups use and 
respond to self-report scales in similar ways (Milfont & Fischer, 2010). In the same spirit 
as assessing cross-cultural measurement invariance in self-report scales before engaging 
in comparisons across groups, it is potentially important to first establish that neural 
components of interest relate to the behavior of interest in the same way and to a 
comparable degree of strength across cultural groups when conducting cultural 
neuroscience research. In fact, this should likely be a critical assumption in such work, 
that should be empirically assessed. Given that human brain morphologies are well 
documented as differing across ethnic and racial groups (Zilles, Kawashima, 
Dabringhaus, Fukuda, & Schormann, 2001), it is possible that differences in ERP effects 
at the condition level may be due to one group’s differential brain organization leading to 
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a known component not being as related to the outward behavior as those from another 
group. 
 In many cases, cultural neuroscience prides itself on discovering differences in 
neural functioning in the absence of downstream behavior, suggesting that this indicates a 
flexible neural system that can reach the same goal in a different manner (Jiang, Varnum, 
Hou, & Han, 2014; Na & Kitayama, 2011; Park & Kitayama, 2014; Varnum, Na, Murata, 
& Kitayama, 2012). The argument being that one way in which culture may shape the 
brain is by teaching members of different groups to use different neural 
structures/cognitive operations to accomplish the same task. However, an alternative 
explanation for why different patterns of neural responses may exist across groups in the 
absence of differences in behavioral responses is that the neural signals in question are 
differentially related to the behavioral responses when compared across cultural groups. 
For example, in a study of cultural differences in the N400 caused by 
background/foreground incongruity (Goto, Ando, Huang, Yee, & Lewis, 2009), the 
authors reported that East Asians showed an N400 incongruity effect when the 
background and foreground of a photo did not match semantically, whereas European 
Americans did not. Despite this, the groups did not differ on their behavioral performance 
on the task. In this case, if the N400 is highly correlated to accuracy for Americans, then 
one would expect to see no behavioral incongruity effect when no N400 incongruity 
effect is found.  However, if the N400 was not as highly correlated to accuracy for East 
Asians, then the N400 incongruity effect that was found may not be predictive of the 
behavioral incongruity effect, potentially explaining why East Asians and Americans did 
not differ on behavior and did on neural indicators. For example, it could be that East 
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Asians’ experience with dialectic thinking and acceptance of contradiction (Nisbett, 
Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Peng & Nisbett, 1999) causes incongruities to be 
detected more reliably, but to not negatively influence behavior.  
Other areas where this trial-level approach may be particularly useful include the 
study of abnormal psychology and clinical pathology. Much research goes into 
understanding the neural underpinnings of psychological disorders and recently this area 
has grown, with numerous findings revealing new details of neuropathology. Differences 
in cortical structures, neurotransmitter deficits, and cognitive performance are all critical 
elements in the diagnosis and treatment of various psychological pathologies, but a 
perhaps understudied area can be addressed using this approach. That is, studying 
disconnects between functional neural units and their related downstream behaviors. A 
cortical structure responsible for a specific downstream behavior may be completely 
intact and operating at normal efficiency, but a disconnect between indicators of that 
area’s activity, such as one measured by ERPs and downstream behavior, may provide 
evidence of when in the temporal dynamics of processing that a breakdown is occurring. 
For example, P3-related attention may be uncorrelated with performance on the single-
trial level for those with motor-based dysfunctions such as those with Parkinson’s 
Disease. Critically, a participant-level analysis of the same data could theoretically show 
no such disconnect if those with later P3 components still tend to perform more slowly, 
relative to others with the same motor dysfunction.  
An example of this type of trial-level approach to abnormal psychology has to do 
with the P3 in Schizophrenics (Ford, White, Lim, & Pfefferbaum, 1994). Ford and 
colleagues (1994) found that Schizophrenics had fewer and smaller P3’s in an auditory 
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oddball task and further, that single-trial P3 latencies were significantly correlated with 
reaction time in two-thirds of controls whereas they were correlated in only a quarter of 
Schizophrenic patients. This type of analysis goes beyond being descriptive in identifying 
that Schizophrenics have smaller and fewer attentional components in a highly attention-
demanding task, but that the function of the P3 in that context has become less relevant 
for the task itself.  
These are just a few of the number of applications of this trial-level approach in 
the diverse sub-fields of neuroscience. The benefits for ERP researchers and cognitive 
neuroscientists such as those who study phenomena like conflict and response inhibition 
using the NoGo-N2 component are clear: single-trial analyses elucidate complex 
relationships between neural processes and downstream behavior in ways that provide 
evidence for the underlying functions of the signal. Further, this approach can be widely 
applied to areas of psychological science looking to include neuroscience techniques in 
their understanding of psychological phenomena. In doing so, this approach will be a 
powerful technique in ensuring that inferences that we make using such types of data are 
strongly supported and lead to robust and replicable science.  
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APPENDIX A 
MATLAB FUNCTION FOR GENERATING SIMULATED EEG DATA 
86 
function [NoGoGA, GoGA] = ERPSimCode(all) 
 
%Initialize variables 
TrialTime = linspace(-200,999,1200); 
randomizer = linspace(1,10,10);  
 
 
%Sample parameter distributions from PDM2 data 
AmpDistP2n = 2.8165*randn(1000,1) + 3.1957; %distribution of No-Go P2 amplitudes 
+1 
AmpDistP2g = 2.2125*randn(1000,1) + 2.6130; %distribution of Go P2 amplitudes +1 
LatDistP2   = 19.2232*randn(1000,1) + 195.0983;%distribution of P2 latencies 
AmpDistN2n = 4.0436*randn(1000,1) - 5.0670; %distribution of amplitudes No-GoN2 
LatDistN2n = 22.2855*randn(1000,1) + 299.8346; %distribution of latencies No-GoN2 
AmpDistN2g = 3.0185*randn(1000,1) - .7926; %distribution of amplitudes GoN2 
LatDistN2g = 33.5758*randn(1000,1) + 279.5451; %distribution of latencies GoN2 
AmpDistP3An = 4.7509*randn(1000,1) + 11.5990; %distribution of amplitudes No-
GoP3 +5 
LatDistP3Ag = 29.9250*randn(1000,1) + 399.4153; %distribution of latencies No-GoP3  
AmpDistP3Ag = 3.1686*randn(1000,1) + 7.4796; %distribution of amplitudes GoP3 +5 
LatDistP3An = 32.8046*randn(1000,1) + 428.3450; %distribution of latencies GoP3 
 
for s=1:numel(all) 
    %load old MONSTER file, epoch and save as epoched version 
%     EEG = pop_loadset('filename',[all{s} 
'_noBlinks.set'],'filepath','R:\BREWER_EEG1\MonsterApproach\merged\noBlinksRyan\'
); 
%     EALL = pop_epoch(EEG, 
{'102';'52';'103';'53';'104';'54';'105';'55';'106';'56';'107';'57';'108';'58';'109';'59'}, [-0.2 1], 
'newname', [all{s} '_epoched'], 'epochinfo', 'yes'); 
%     EALL = pop_eegthresh(EALL,1,19,-100,100,-0.2,0.99,0,0);    
%     EALL = pop_rejepoch(EALL, EALL.reject.rejthreshE(19,:),0); 
%     pop_saveset(EALL, 'filename',[ all{s} '_epoched.set'], 'filepath',[pwd '\epoched\']); 
    %load new epoched file to alter 
    EEG = pop_loadset('filename',{[all{s} '_epoched.set']},'filepath',[pwd '\epoched\']); 
 
 
    % 
    %set parameters for specific participant based out of real data 
    % 
     
 
    %Create distributions for participant 
P2nAbase = randsample(AmpDistP2n,1); 
P2gAbase = randsample(AmpDistP2g,1); 
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P2Lbase = randsample(LatDistP2,1); 
N2nAbase = randsample(AmpDistN2n,1); 
N2nLbase = randsample(LatDistN2n,1); 
N2gAbase = randsample(AmpDistN2g,1); 
N2gLbase = randsample(LatDistN2g,1); 
P3AnAbase = randsample(AmpDistP3An,1); 
P3AnLbase = randsample(LatDistP3An,1); 
P3AgAbase = randsample(AmpDistP3Ag,1); 
P3AgLbase = randsample(LatDistP3Ag,1); 
 
    %set latency bounds from participant mean for distribution 
P2Lbot = round(P2Lbase - 25); 
P2Ltop = round(P2Lbase + 25); 
N2nLbot = N2nLbase - 50; 
N2nLtop = N2nLbase + 50; 
N2gLbot = N2gLbase - 50; 
N2gLtop = N2gLbase + 50; 
P3AnLbot = P3AnLbase - 50; 
P3AnLtop = P3AnLbase + 50; 
P3AgLbot = P3AgLbase - 50; 
P3AgLtop = P3AgLbase + 50; 
 
%within person variability for component amplitudes 
P2Distn = 13.5842*randn(1000,1) + P2nAbase; 
P2Distg = 13.6554*randn(1000,1) + P2gAbase; 
N2Distn = 12.4532*randn(1000,1) + N2nAbase; 
N2Distg = 11.2593*randn(1000,1) + N2gAbase; 
P3ADistg = 14.0812*randn(1000,1) + P3AgAbase; 
P3ADistn = 11.5400*randn(1000,1) + P3AnAbase; 
 
%within person variability for P2 latency using random distribution 
randistP2 = randi([P2Lbot P2Ltop],1000,1); 
 
%within person variability for N2 latency using Johnson distribution - Nogo 
probsn = normcdf([-1.5 -.5 .5 1.5]); 
timesn=linspace(N2nLbot,N2nLtop,100); 
quantilesn = quantile(timesn,probsn); 
randistn = johnsrnd(quantilesn,1000,1); 
randistn(:) = (randistn*-1) + N2nLbot + N2nLtop; 
 
%within person variability for N2 latency using Johnson distribution - Go 
probsg = normcdf([-1.5 -.5 .5 1.5]); 
timesg=linspace(N2gLbot,N2gLtop,100); 
quantilesg = quantile(timesg,probsg); 
randistg = johnsrnd(quantilesg,1000,1); 
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randistg(:) = (randistg*-1) + N2gLbot + N2gLtop; 
 
%within person variability for P3a latency using normal dist with -1 kurt 
randistP3An = pearsrnd(P3AnLbase,25.6621,0,2,1000,1); 
randistP3Ag = pearsrnd(P3AgLbase,25.3456,0,2,1000,1); 
 
 
offset = -1; %reset offset variable 
    %% 
for TRIAL = 1:(length(EEG.epoch)/2) 
        offset = offset+2; 
               
EEN = double(EEG.data(19,:,offset)-EEG.data(19,:,offset+1)); 
     
%%   
% 
%Trial-by-Trial distribution 
% 
P3AnHabit = P3AnAbase; 
P3AgHabit = P3AgAbase; 
P3ADHabitn = P3ADistn; 
P3ADHabitg = P3ADistg; 
 
%P3 amplitude habituation 
Blocks = round(length(EEG.epoch)/8); 
    if TRIAL<Blocks%first block is set base value 
    elseif TRIAL<(Blocks*2)%second block habituates by .25 
        P3AnHabit = P3AnHabit-.25; 
        P3AgHabit = P3AgHabit-.25; 
        P3ADHabitg = P3ADHabitg - .25; 
        P3ADHabitn = P3ADHabitn - .25; 
    elseif TRIAL<(Blocks*3)%third block habituates by .5 total 
        P3AnHabit = P3AnHabit-.25; 
        P3AgHabit = P3AgHabit-.25; 
        P3ADHabitg = P3ADHabitg - .25; 
        P3ADHabitn = P3ADHabitn - .25; 
    elseif TRIAL<(Blocks*4)% last block  habituates by 1 total 
        P3AnHabit = P3AnHabit-.5; 
        P3AgHabit = P3AgHabit-.5; 
        P3ADHabitg = P3ADHabitg - .5; 
        P3ADHabitn = P3ADHabitn - .5; 
    end 
 
 
%randomly pick Go or NoGo trial 
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Ttype = randsample(randomizer,1); 
    if Ttype <= 8 
        Ttype = 'g'; 
        Tval = 1; 
    elseif Ttype>8 
        Ttype = 'n'; 
        Tval = 2; 
    end 
     
%     DistType = ['N2Dist' Ttype]; 
%     DistType2 = ['N2' Ttype 'Lbase']; 
 
%randomly pick peak latencies     
    randpeakP2 = randsample(randistP2,1); %draws from same distribution 
    randpeakN2 = round(randsample(eval(['randist' Ttype]),1));%draws N2 from separate 
distributions 
    randpeakP3A = round(randsample(eval(['randistP3A' Ttype]),1));%draws P3 from 
separate distributions 
     
%Define component parameters 
CompOnset1 = randpeakP2-25 ; %Component 1 onset in ms 
CompOffset1 = randpeakP2+25 ; %Component 1 offset in ms 
CompAmp1 = randsample(eval(['P2Dist' Ttype]),1) ;%Component 1 peak amplitude in 
uV 
% CompPos1 = 1;%1 if component is positive, 0 if component is negative 
CompOnset2 = randpeakN2-50;%Component 2 onset in ms 
CompOffset2 = randpeakN2+50;%Component 2 offset in ms 
CompAmp2 = randsample(eval(['N2Dist' Ttype]),1);%Component 2 peak amplitude in 
uV 
% CompPos2 = 0;%1 if component is positive, 0 if component is negative 
CompOnset3 = randpeakP3A-75;%Component 3 onset in ms (wider component range) 
CompOffset3 = randpeakP3A+75;%Component 3 offset in ms 
CompAmp3 = randsample(eval(['P3ADHabit' Ttype]),1);%Component 3 peak amplitude 
in uV 
% CompPos3 = 1;%1 if component is positive, 0 if component is negative 
CompOnset4 = 300;%Component 4 onset in ms 
CompOffset4 = 900;%Component 4 offset in ms 
CompAmp4 = 4;%Component 4 peak amplitude in uV 
CompPos4 = 1;%1 if component is positive, 0 if component is negative 
 
%Save true parameters per trial 
Params(TRIAL,:) = [str2double(all{s}) Tval... 
                  P2nAbase P2gAbase P2Lbase... 
                  N2nAbase N2gAbase N2nLbase N2gLbase... 
                  P3AnHabit P3AgHabit P3AnLbase P3AgLbase... 
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                  randpeakP2 CompAmp1... 
                  randpeakN2 CompAmp2... 
                  randpeakP3A CompAmp3]; 
 
%set empty space to map components into 
empty = linspace(-200,999,1200); 
empty(:) = 0; 
%% 
%get some stuff 
CompDur1 = CompOffset1 - CompOnset1; 
CompStart1 = find(TrialTime==CompOnset1); 
CompFin1 = find(TrialTime==CompOffset1); 
 
%specify time of first component 
time1 = (0:CompDur1)/100; 
%Generate signalf or first component 
w = CompDur1/200; %half-period width 
signal1 =CompAmp1*(1+cos(pi+1/w*pi*time1))/2;%generate signal for first component 
% if CompPos1 == 1 
%     signal1 = signal1; 
% elseif CompPos1 == 0 
%     signal1 = -signal1; 
% end 
 
%put it back in the trialtime space  
Component1 = empty; 
Component1(CompStart1:CompFin1) = signal1; 
 
%% 
%get some stuff 
CompDur2 = CompOffset2 - CompOnset2; 
CompStart2 = find(TrialTime==CompOnset2); 
CompFin2 = find(TrialTime==CompOffset2); 
 
%specify time of first component 
time2 = (0:CompDur2)/100; 
%Generate signalf or first component 
w = CompDur2/200; %half-period width 
signal2 =CompAmp2*(1+cos(pi+1/w*pi*time2))/2;%generate signal for first component 
% if CompPos2 == 1 
%     signal2 = signal2; 
% elseif CompPos2 == 0 
%     signal2 = -signal2; 
% end 
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%put it back in the trialtime space and plot 
Component2 = empty; 
Component2(CompStart2:CompFin2) = signal2; 
 
%% 
%get some stuff 
CompDur3 = CompOffset3 - CompOnset3; 
CompStart3 = find(TrialTime==CompOnset3); 
CompFin3 = find(TrialTime==CompOffset3); 
 
%specify time of first component 
time3 = (0:CompDur3)/100; 
%Generate signalf or first component 
w = CompDur3/200; %half-period width 
signal3 =CompAmp3*(1+cos(pi+1/w*pi*time3))/2;%generate signal for first component 
% if CompPos3 == 1 
%     signal3 = signal3; 
% elseif CompPos3 == 0 
%     signal3 = -signal3; 
% end 
 
%put it back in the trialtime space and plot 
Component3 = empty; 
Component3(CompStart3:CompFin3) = signal3; 
 
%% 
%get some stuff 
CompDur4 = CompOffset4 - CompOnset4; 
CompStart4 = find(TrialTime==CompOnset4); 
CompFin4 = find(TrialTime==CompOffset4); 
 
%specify time of first component 
time4 = (0:CompDur4)/100; 
%Generate signalf or first component 
w = CompDur4/200; %half-period width 
signal4 =CompAmp4*(1+cos(pi+1/w*pi*time4))/2;%generate signal for first component 
if CompPos4 == 1 
    signal4 = signal4; 
elseif CompPos4 == 0 
    signal4 = -signal4; 
end 
 
%put it back in the trialtime space and plot 
Component4 = empty; 
Component4(CompStart4:CompFin4) = signal4; 
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%% 
% ERPN(TRIAL,:) = EEN + Component2; 
if Ttype == 'g' 
ERPG(TRIAL,:) = EEN + Component1 + Component2 + Component3 + Component4; 
elseif Ttype == 'n' 
ERPN(TRIAL,:) = EEN + Component1 + Component2 + Component3 + Component4; 
end 
 
ERPsim(TRIAL,:) = EEN + Component1 + Component2 + Component3 + Component4; 
 
%  plot(TrialTime,ERPN) 
%  hold on 
end 
csvwrite([pwd '/SimParamsError/' all{s} '.csv'],Params); 
csvwrite([pwd '/SimDataError/' all{s} '.csv'],ERPsim); 
 
AveERPn = mean(ERPN(:,:),1); 
AveERPg = mean(ERPG(:,:),1); 
% plot(TrialTime,AveERPn); 
% hold on 
% plot(TrialTime,AveERPg); 
 
Every1n(s,:) = AveERPn; 
Every1g(s,:) = AveERPg; 
 
end 
 
NoGoGA = mean(Every1n(:,:),1); 
GoGA = mean(Every1g(:,:),1); 
 
plot(TrialTime,NoGoGA) 
hold on 
plot(TrialTime,GoGA) 
saveas(gcf,[ pwd '\SimDataError\GrandAverage.png' ]); 
 
end 
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APPENDIX B 
MATLAB FUNCTION FOR GENERATING SIMULATED REACTION TIME DATA 
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%load ERP simulated means for each participant 
simparameters;%external list of individual ave amplitude 
SimFull = transpose(SimFull); 
 
%create simulated RT means for each participant such that r-between = .20 
%mean and std dev among participants drawn from PDM2 data 
RTFull = randwithcorr(SimFull,.20,357.26,48.44); 
CorrDist = .03*randn(1000,1)+.3;%create distribution of corr values around .30 
clear CoeffOut 
for s = 1:length(all) 
clear SimDat 
    %import CSV of parameters 
    SimDat = csvread(fullfile([pwd '/SimParamsFull/' all{s} '.csv'])); 
    %create trial order 
    TOrder = transpose(linspace(1,size(SimDat,1),size(SimDat,1))); 
    %separate and sort N2 data by trial type 
    N2Dat = [SimDat(:,2) TOrder SimDat(:,17)]; 
    [~,idx] = sort(N2Dat(:,1)); 
    N2Dats = N2Dat(idx,:); 
    %pick random corr value from dist around .30 
    CorrVal = randsample(CorrDist,1); 
    %generate RT data for go trials with + corr 
    NGPos = find(N2Dats==2);%find trial type split point 
    GoTrials = N2Dats(1:(NGPos-1),:); 
    GoRT = randwithcorr(GoTrials(:,3),CorrVal,RTFull(s),81.46); 
    %generate RT data for NoGo trials with - corr 
    NGTrials = N2Dats(NGPos:length(N2Dats),:); 
    NGRT = randwithcorr(NGTrials(:,3),-CorrVal,RTFull(s),81.46); 
    %re-fuze go and no-go trial RTs, sort back to trial order, reattach 
    AllRT = [GoRT; NGRT]; 
    N2DatUs = [N2Dats AllRT]; 
    [~,idx2] = sort(N2DatUs(:,2)); 
    N2DatUs = N2DatUs(idx2,:); 
    SimDat = [SimDat N2DatUs(:,4)]; 
 
    %export new dataset 
    csvwrite([pwd '/FullRT/' all{s} '.csv'],SimDat); 
 
%% 
%time to get some stats 
    GoMat = GoTrials(:,[1 3]); 
    NGMat = NGTrials(:,[1 3]); 
    %basic linear regression 
    [b,bint] = regress(GoRT,GoMat); 
    bCoeff = [b(2) bint(2) bint(4)]; 
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    [b,bint] = regress(NGRT,NGMat); 
    bCoeffs = [bCoeff b(2) bint(2) bint(4)];  
     
    %aggregate across participants 
    CoeffOut(s,:) = [SimDat(1) bCoeffs]; 
     
end 
 
csvwrite([pwd '/FullRT/RegressCoeffs.csv'],CoeffOut); 
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APPENDIX C 
MATLAB FUNCTION FOR EXTRACTING MEAN AMPLITUDE AND PEAK 
LATENCY 
97 
function W = getSimAmp(subject) 
 
for s=1:length(subject) 
%    disp(subject{s}) 
   
   clear SimPar SimData Bind ERPG ERPN 
    
    SimPar = csvread(fullfile([pwd '/SimParamsError/' subject{s} '.csv'])); %load params 
file 
   SimData = csvread(fullfile([pwd '/SimDataError/' subject{s} '.csv'])); %load simulated 
data 
   %pull trial type data from params and bind 
   Bind = [SimPar(:,2) SimData]; 
   indexg = 0; 
   indexn = 0; 
   for t=1:size(Bind,1) 
        if Bind(t,1) == 1 
         indexg = indexg+1; 
         ERPG(indexg,:) = Bind(t,2:1201) ; 
         elseif Bind(t,1) == 2 
         indexn = indexn+1; 
         ERPN(indexn,:) = Bind(t,2:1201); 
        end 
   end 
   %create separate go and no-go ERPs with baseline correction 
   ERPGb = rmbase(ERPG,1200,1:200); 
   ERPNb = rmbase(ERPN,1200,1:200); 
   GoERP = mean(ERPGb,1); 
   NoERP = mean(ERPNb,1); 
   FullERP = mean(Bind(:,2:1201),1); 
    
   %smooth ERPs 
    FullSM = transpose(smooth(FullERP,24)); 
    GoSmooth = transpose(smooth(GoERP,24)); 
    NoSmooth = transpose(smooth(NoERP,24)); 
 
%fetch P2 peak lat 
                %initiate                   
                datax = FullSM(376:426); 
                timex = length(datax); 
                nsamples = timex; 
                npoints = 5; 
                 
                a = npoints + 1; 
                b = nsamples - npoints; 
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k = 1; 
valmax = []; 
 
% Local peak 
if npoints>0 
      while a<=b             
            avgneighborLeft  = mean(datax(a-npoints:a-1)); 
            avgneighborRight = mean(datax(a+1:(a+npoints))); 
            prea  = datax(a-1); 
            posta = datax(a+1); 
            
                  if datax(a)>avgneighborLeft && datax(a)>avgneighborRight && 
datax(a)>prea && datax(a)>posta 
                        valmax(k) = datax(a); 
                        posmax(k) = a; 
                        k=k+1; 
                  end 
 
            a = a+1; 
      end 
end 
 
        if isempty(valmax) 
            P2Peak = 401; 
        else 
  %P2 Peak latency for participant s 
   P2Peak = 376+ posmax(valmax==max(valmax)); 
        end 
    
   %% 
   %fetch N2 peak lat 
   data(1,:) = GoSmooth; 
   data(2,:) = NoSmooth; 
                %initiate   
                for c=1:2 
                datax = data(c,401:551); 
                timex = length(datax); 
                nsamples = timex; 
                npoints = 5; 
                 
                a = npoints + 1; 
                b = nsamples - npoints; 
k = 1; 
valmax = []; 
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% Local peak 
if npoints>0 
      while a<=b             
            avgneighborLeft  = mean(datax(a-npoints:a-1)); 
            avgneighborRight = mean(datax(a+1:(a+npoints))); 
            prea  = datax(a-1); 
            posta = datax(a+1); 
            
                  if datax(a)<avgneighborLeft && datax(a)<avgneighborRight && 
datax(a)<prea && datax(a)<posta 
                        valmax(k) = datax(a); 
                        posmax(k) = a; 
                        k=k+1; 
                  end 
 
            a = a+1; 
      end 
end 
        if isempty(valmax) 
            N2Peak(c,:) = 0; 
        else 
  %N2 Peak latency for participant s 
   N2Peak(c,:) = 401 + posmax(valmax==min(valmax)); 
        end 
                end 
        if N2Peak(1) == 0 
            N2Peak(1) = N2Peak(2); 
        elseif N2Peak(2) == 0 
            N2Peak(2) = N2Peak(1); 
        end 
    %%             
      %fetch P3 peak lat 
                %initiate   
                for c=1:2 
                datax = data(c,551:801); 
                timex = length(datax); 
                nsamples = timex; 
                npoints = 5; 
                 
                a = npoints + 1; 
                b = nsamples - npoints; 
k = 1; 
valmax = []; 
 
% Local peak 
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if npoints>0 
      while a<=b             
            avgneighborLeft  = mean(datax(a-npoints:a-1)); 
            avgneighborRight = mean(datax(a+1:(a+npoints))); 
            prea  = datax(a-1); 
            posta = datax(a+1); 
            
                  if datax(a)>avgneighborLeft && datax(a)>avgneighborRight && 
datax(a)>prea && datax(a)>posta 
                        valmax(k) = datax(a); 
                        posmax(k) = a; 
                        k=k+1; 
                  end 
 
            a = a+1; 
      end 
end 
 if isempty(valmax) 
            P3Peak(c,:) = 600; 
    else 
  %P3 Peak latency for participant s 
   P3Peak(c,:) = 551+ posmax(valmax==max(valmax));   
 end 
    
                end            
   %% 
   %get stats for each trial 
   for TRIAL=1:size(SimData,1) 
%        disp(TRIAL) 
      %fetch P2 peak lat per trial 
      SmoothData = transpose(smooth(SimData(TRIAL,:),24)); 
       
      P2low = P2Peak - 25; 
      P2hi = P2Peak +25; 
       
                %initiate                   
                datax = SmoothData(P2low:P2hi); 
                timex = length(datax); 
                nsamples = timex; 
                npoints = 5; 
                 
                a = npoints + 1; 
                b = nsamples - npoints; 
k = 1; 
valmax = []; 
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% Local peak 
if npoints>0 
      while a<=b             
            avgneighborLeft  = mean(datax(a-npoints:a-1)); 
            avgneighborRight = mean(datax(a+1:(a+npoints))); 
            prea  = datax(a-1); 
            posta = datax(a+1); 
            
                  if datax(a)>avgneighborLeft && datax(a)>avgneighborRight && 
datax(a)>prea && datax(a)>posta 
                        valmax(k) = datax(a); 
                        posmax(k) = a; 
                        k=k+1; 
                  end 
 
            a = a+1; 
      end 
end 
    if isempty(valmax) 
        P2lat = 0; 
    else 
  %P2 Peak latency for trial  
   P2lat = P2low - 200 + posmax(valmax==max(valmax)); 
    end 
    
   %% 
   %fetch N2 peak lat 
      N2low = N2Peak - 50; 
      N2hi = N2Peak + 50;     
       
                %initiate   
                for c=1:2 
                datax = SmoothData(N2low(c):N2hi(c)); 
                timex = length(datax); 
                nsamples = timex; 
                npoints = 5; 
                 
                a = npoints + 1; 
                b = nsamples - npoints; 
k = 1; 
valmax = []; 
 
% Local peak 
if npoints>0 
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      while a<=b             
            avgneighborLeft  = mean(datax(a-npoints:a-1)); 
            avgneighborRight = mean(datax(a+1:(a+npoints))); 
            prea  = datax(a-1); 
            posta = datax(a+1); 
            
                  if datax(a)<avgneighborLeft && datax(a)<avgneighborRight && 
datax(a)<prea && datax(a)<posta 
                        valmax(k) = datax(a); 
                        posmax(k) = a; 
                        k=k+1; 
                  end 
 
            a = a+1; 
      end 
end 
 
 if isempty(valmax) 
   N2lat(c) = 0; 
 else 
  %N2 Peak latency for participant s 
   N2lat(c) = N2low(c) - 200 + min(posmax(valmax==min(valmax))); 
 end 
                end 
    %%             
      %fetch P3 peak lat 
                %initiate 
      P3low = P3Peak - 50; 
      P3hi = P3Peak + 50;     
       
                %initiate   
                for c=1:2 
                datax = SmoothData(P3low(c):P3hi(c)); 
                timex = length(datax); 
                nsamples = timex; 
                npoints = 5; 
                 
                a = npoints + 1; 
                b = nsamples - npoints; 
k = 1; 
valmax = []; 
 
% Local peak 
if npoints>0 
      while a<=b             
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            avgneighborLeft  = mean(datax(a-npoints:a-1)); 
            avgneighborRight = mean(datax(a+1:(a+npoints))); 
            prea  = datax(a-1); 
            posta = datax(a+1); 
            
                  if datax(a)>avgneighborLeft && datax(a)>avgneighborRight && 
datax(a)>prea && datax(a)>posta 
                        valmax(k) = datax(a); 
                        posmax(k) = a; 
                        k=k+1; 
                  end 
 
            a = a+1; 
      end 
end 
 
 if isempty(valmax) 
   P3lat(c) = 0; 
 else 
  %P3 Peak latency for participant s 
   P3lat(c) = P3low(c) - 200 + posmax(valmax==max(valmax));  
 end 
                end  
        
                %recover block info from habituation sim 
Blocks = round(size(SimData,1)/4); 
    if TRIAL<Blocks%first block  
        block = 1; 
    elseif TRIAL<(Blocks*2)%second block  
        block = 2; 
    elseif TRIAL<(Blocks*3)%third block  
        block = 3; 
    elseif TRIAL<=(Blocks*4)% last block  
        block = 4; 
    end 
                 W(TRIAL,:)=[str2double(subject{s})...%participant number 
                    Bind(TRIAL,1)...%trial type 
                    block...%block number 
                    P2lat N2lat(1) N2lat(2) P3lat(1) P3lat(2)...%trial latencies                     
                    double(mean(Bind(TRIAL,P2low:P2hi),2))...%trial P2 amp 
                    double(mean(Bind(TRIAL,N2low(1):N2hi(1))))...%trial go N2 amp 
                    double(mean(Bind(TRIAL,N2low(2):N2hi(2))))...%trial nogo N2 amp 
                    double(mean(Bind(TRIAL,P3low(1):P3hi(1))))...%trial go P3 amp 
                    double(mean(Bind(TRIAL,P3low(2):P3hi(2))))...%trial nogo P3 amp 
                  ]; 
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   end 
    
      % Import W into excel/spss and remember to do outlier trimming 
    csvwrite([pwd '/PeaksError/' subject{s} '.csv'],W); 
               
end 
 
end 
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APPENDIX D 
SUMMARY OF NOVEL TRIAL-LEVEL RELATIONSHIPS 
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